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ABSTRACT
The use of three-dimensional (3D) culture systems (hydrogels) and adiposederived stem cells (ADSCs) in regenerative medicine to advance early-stage
investigation and modeling of the mechanisms of diseases, treatments, targets,
etc. has recently increased. ADSCs, specifically, are utilized due to their innate
programming during embryogenesis and in adult tissues in addition to their ability
to differentiate into mesodermal, endodermal, and ectodermal cell-specific
lineages. Of importance is that these advancements do not involve a model
specimen (i.e. mice or rats) and simulate the numerous conflicting signals a
migrating cell is exposed to in vivo such as chemokines, extracellular matrix
(ECM), growth factors, and physical forces. However, our understanding of the
cellular integration of these signals is lacking. We previously developed a novel
self-organizing cellularized collagen hydrogel model that is adaptable, tunable,
reproducible, and capable of mimicking the multitude of stimuli that cells
experience. Our model formed toroids of cells around 24h, while data we present
suggests initial migration as early as 3hr after seeding. Toroid formation appears
to be a near universal process with the exception being the cancer cell lines we
have tried (<4). Interestingly, when cells are seeded inside the hydrogel, there is
contraction of the gel, but no toroid is formed. We observed differences in the cellcell and cell-ECM interactions in response to a changing microenvironment.
Moreover, using rheology, collagen binding peptides, and scanning electron
iv

microscope (SEM), we found variation in the remodeling of hydrogels when
comparing toroid gels to gels with cells embedded. Lastly, we sought to define the
underlying signaling pathways that regulate ADSC directed migration and toroid
formation by dissecting the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway. This work will begin to
establish toroid formation as a novel, 3D model for high-throughput investigation
of diverse molecular mechanisms and disease progression.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
There has been a progressive shift away from two-dimensional (2D) cell
culture techniques over the last few decades. This was initiated by the technical
advances of three-dimensional (3D) cell culture, such as hydrogels. These newaged methods provide a more consistent extracellular matrix (ECM) and a more
accurate

physiological

response

in

differentiation,

proliferation,

tissue

development, and protein expression (van Duinen et al, 2015). While 3D
techniques are constantly progressing, the basic science understanding of the
matrix environment and cellular interactions within this ECM must be improved.
1.11 Hydrogels
With any new method or technique, there is a trial period filled with as many
failures as there are successes. Attempts with solvent casting, molten substance
molding, and freeze drying, eventually all gave way to the more successful
hydrogels (Mir and Nakamura, 2017). Hydrogels are a group of hydrophilic,
polymeric structures that can hold a large amount of water while maintaining their
chemical and physical structure of cross-linked polymer chains (Ahmed, 2015;
Bahram et al, 2016). Their unique structure can undergo a phase transition, from
liquid to solid, in response to certain external stimuli. The stimulant needed for
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transition classifies the hydrogel into one of three main categories: physical,
chemical, or biochemical. Physical hydrogels respond to change in temperature or
pH. Chemical hydrogels react to two or more components being mixed and have
an increased mechanical integrity and resistance to degradation due to covalent
bonds. Biochemical hydrogels contain enzymes and amino acids that aid in
gelation under key conditions (Bahram et al, 2016).
There are two main types of hydrogels, each with its own advantages and
disadvantages. Naturally derived hydrogels (ex. collagen, alginate, and fibrin) are
extracted from natural sources (ex. Bovine placenta) and can be purified or
manipulated in the laboratory. The physical properties are less adaptable, but the
innate bioactivity supporting cell:tissue integration and biocompatibility is difficult
to replicate (Bajaj et al, 2014; Guillemot et al, 2010; Pashuck and Stevens, 2012;
Seol et al, 2014). Recently, natural hydrogels have begun to be replaced by
laboratory-formed synthetic hydrogels due to their longer service life, higher water
absorption capacity, and increased gel strength. One example is VitroGel3D
(TheWell Bioscience) which is animal free and carbohydrate based. Synthetic
hydrogels maintain the advantage of having well-defined structures with modifiable
mechanical, chemical, and physical properties by fine-tuning the molecular
weights, molecular distributions, and crosslinking densities. However, they lack the
naturally occurring bioactivity important to integration and biocompatibility, thus
requiring additional chemical modifications (Bahram et al, 2016; Rutz et al, 2015).
In order for the cells to interact with the biomaterials in hydrogels, they must
interpret and decode specific signals as biochemical signals. These signals are
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received from a plethora of topographical, chemical, and physical properties within
the hydrogel. It has previously been shown that cells sense and adhere to the scale
and shape of their topography, thus surface topography and chemical composition
are key influences on cellular migration, adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation
(Kumari et al, 2010; Curtis et al, 2001; den Braber et al, 1996; Flemming et al,
1999). Likewise, the possibly for scaffold morphology (i.e., pore-size and
interconnectivity of biomaterial) to mimic surrounding tissue is crucial for cell:ECM
interactions thus enabling cell attachment, migration, and transfer of nutrients and
biochemical stimuli (Yuan et al, 1999). Cells also respond to the mechanical
(Discher et al, 2005; Engler et al, 2006), electrostrictive (Smela, 2003), and
electrical (Wang et al, 2003) properties within these biomaterials.
Not only are hydrogels more accurate in simulating the physiology of native
tissues than other models, but they are widely tunable structures that can simulate
the complex in vivo cell:cell and cell:ECM interactions. They have been used in a
wide variety of studies including high-throughput drug screening and delivery, pHand bio- sensors, 3D printing bioinks, and scaffolds for tissue engineering and
modeling (Bahram et al, 2016). Hydrogels have increasingly been used in the field
of regenerative medicine due to their ability to be prefabricated and implanted for
in vivo degradation and remodeling or in vitro creation of tissue constructs (Lee
and Dai, 2016). Tissue-engineered constructs composed of collagen are well
tolerated immunologically when implanted in the body (Hunt and Grove, 2010;
Badylak et al, 2009; deCastro Bras es al, 2010). Moreover, gels placed in living
tissues are remodeled over time by enzymes such as matrix metalloproteases
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(MMP)s, enhancing the potential for integration of implants with surrounding tissue
(Macleod et al, 2005; Pedraza et al, 2020). We have used these collagen
hydrogels in a number of studies and are expert in the use of these gels (Gourdie
et al, 2012; Worden et al, 2022).
In fact, recent studies have focused on developing technology that allow
simultaneous deposition of hydrogels with live cells to form 3D tissue structures
(Bajaj et al, 2014). These new 3D printing technologies employ hydrogels as a
scaffolding material for the direct assembly of cells and ECM to form 3D tissue
models that are functional in many of the aforementioned uses. For example, the
animal models exploited in various scientific fields, like cancer biology, are
expensive and have a long discovery process. While these models are important,
the differences between human and mouse immunology and cancer biology are
significant, i.e., many drugs that work on mice are ineffective in humans. Therefore,
the development of a 3D human tumor model using a hydrogel offers the
opportunity to advance the field quicker and with lower cost (Lee and Dai, 2016).
For example, Zhao et al (2014) recently created an in vitro cervical tumor hydrogel
model that appears more reproducible than in mice. Other areas where these 3D
printed scaffolds are being used are in bone (Li et al, 2015; Strobel et al, 2014),
cartilage (Cui et al, 2014; Gao et al, 2014), skin (Binder et al, 2010; Killat et al,
2013; Lee et al, 2009), vascular system (Bertassoni et al, 2015; Lee et al, 2014;
Lee et al, 2010), cardiac tissue (Gaetani et al, 2012), cardiac valves (Duan et al,
2014), and other clinical applications (Binder et al, 2010; Ozbolat, 2015; Weinand
et al, 2009).
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Inconsistent drug release from hydrophobic polymer matrices has led to a
need for non-collagen materials that lack host inflammatory stimulants and can be
used for long-term release of bioactive molecules for therapies. Most common for
drug delivery applications, staples, and sutures, this non-collagen alternative
belongs to a family of amphiphilic block copolymers (ABCs) made up of two
chemically different homopolymer blocks. One block is the hydrophilic
polyethylene glycol (PEG) while the other is the hydrophobic polylactide (PLA).
PEG hydrogels tend to be more biocompatible, temperature responsive, water
soluble, and resist protein absorption. However, they are not biodegradable
(Nuttleman et al, 2006; Benoit et al, 2007; Lin and Anseth, 2009; Metter et al,
2000).
PLA, on the other hand, is a highly degradable material that can be
combined with PEG and tuned for a faster degradation by increasing the number
of PLA repeats (Hoffman et al, 2014). In 1997, Jeong et al. prepared the first PLAPEG copolymer to release fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled dextrin against
bioactive macromolecules. Since its first synthesis, PEG-PLA copolymerization
has become a means to form new polymeric materials that consist of newly
adaptable, biological, chemical, and physical properties for specific uses (Li et al,
1996; Sawhney et al, 1993). Recent efforts exhibited an enhanced degradation,
with a half-life of approximately 4 days in vivo, for an siRNA release leading to
improved fracture healing (Shu et al, 2013). Several studies have shown their
usefulness for limiting postsurgical adhesion formation (Hill-West et al, 1994),
preventing vascular injury-related thrombosis and vessel narrowing (Hill West et
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al, 1994), and for temporary regrowth scaffolds for cartilage and bone (Anseth et
al, 1999). While microstructural networks are still unknown, PEG-PLA degradation
dynamics are advantageous for a number of applications.
Ultimately, developments in regenerative medicine and tissue engineering
strive to generate functional tissue and organs. To date, many impressive
advancements have been made through the exploitation of hydrogel tunability
allowing for a model to facilitate in vivo spatial distribution and organization. Gilbert
et al (2010) provided evidence that adult muscle stem cells mimic in vivo elastic
and regenerative properties when cultured on soft hydrogels. Subbaiah and
Thomas (2011) have advanced clinical bone replacement using mesenchymal
stem cells. Lastly, Worden et al (2022) developed a novel collagen model that is
adaptable and capable of mimicking the multitude of stimuli that cells experience.
The future of regenerative medicine will be based on the fabrication of these
biomaterials and the study of stem cell interaction within the hydrogel.
1.12 Stem Cells
Recent advances in tissue-engineered treatment options for wound healing
can be linked to stem cell therapy (Hassan et al, 2014; Han et al, 2015; De
Francesco et al, 2015). Found in both embryonic and adult organisms, stem cells
are the undifferentiated beginning of cell lineages characterized by self-renewal
and multipotential differentiation (Atala & Lanza, 2012). Within their niche (i.e., their
microenvironment), stem cells are maintained by a constant balancing of quiescent
and active cells (Carlesso & Cardoso, 2010). Stem cells are reactive to the
chemical milieu of their niche, leading to variability in their behavior and regulatory
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processes such as morphology, adhesion, proliferation, differentiation, motility,
and survival (McNamara et al, 2010). These processes are largely influenced by
the complex mixture of chemokines, cytokines, growth factors, and receptor
ligands in the ECM (Abbott, 2003; Nili et al, 2003; Santra et al, 2002). Thus, there
is a natural, mutualistic relationship with the ECM which moderates behavior
(Behonick & Werb, 2003). One essential biological process that is highly
dependent on the ECM is motility and migration. Different types of active and
spontaneous motion (crawling, gliding, swarming, and swimming) are linked to
development, morphology, tissue repair, and wound healing (Scarpa & Mayor,
2016; Satoshi & Kashina, 2008; Franz et al, 2002; Li et al, 2013). Likewise, any
issue leading to abnormal migration can result in developmental disorders and
cancer metastasis (Hatten, 1993; Friedl et al, 2012).
There are many types and subtypes of stem cells currently known and
utilized. Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are pluripotent stem cells that are derived
from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst (Richards et al, 2004; Trounson, 2006).
Although their mechanisms are not yet fully understood, ESCs can differentiate
into more than 200 adult cell types depending on their external stimulation
(Thomson et al, 1998). Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) are adult stem cells
that have been genetically engineered with transcription factors to behave like
ESCs (Takahashi & Yamanaka, 2006; Belay et al, 2010). Adult (also called tissuespecific or somatic) stem cells (ASCs) are multipotent, lineage-specific cells that
are named for their tissue origins such as mesenchymal, hematopoietic, and
adipose-derived (Jiang et al, 2002; Coughlin et al, 2017). While typically they are
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used to maintain and repair their local tissues, ASCs can be transplanted into a
separate host tissue where they can maintain their regenerative ability by
recognizing and responding to novel signals (Cossu & Bianco, 2003; Lee and Park,
2009).
Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) were first introduced in 2006 by
Shinya Yamanaka’s lab. By introducing the Myc, Oct3/4, Sox2, and Klf4 genes,
Yamanaka found that somatic cells could be converted to pluripotent stem cells
(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006). Their significance lies in the fact that they can
propagate indefinitely and differentiate into any bodily cell type such as
cardiomyocytes, neuronal, and hepatocytes (Mahla, 2016). In addition, they
circumvent the controversial use of ESCs and the need for embryos because they
are derived directly from patient-matched, adult tissue. This also aids in preventing
immune rejection, personalized drug discovery, and treatment of patient-specific
diseases (Hockemeyer and Jaenisch, 2016). While there are certainly advantages
to iPSCs, there exist a number of risks including low efficiency of iPSC conversion
(Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006), genomic mutations (Selvaraj et al, 2010),
increased tumorigenicity (Marion et al, 2009), and incomplete reprogramming
(Zhao et al, 2009).
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are essential for regenerative medicine
research due to their ease of isolation as well as the high yield and plasticity
necessary for cell growth, differentiation, and regeneration. MSCs are
multipotential cells found in the stroma of adult tissues where they typically function
as structural support (Zomer et al, 2015). In adult tissues, they appear specifically
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in the mesodermal layer and differentiate into cell lineages such as adipocytes,
osteocytes, and chondrocytes. However, in early embryonic development, they are
active in the ecto- and endodermal layers as well (Caplan, 1991). Adipose tissue
has become a major source of stem cells due to their ease of collection and the
various ECM components useful for wound healing (Paulos et al, 2010;
Karastergiou & Mohammed Ali, 2010). Adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs) are
mesenchymal stem cells that maintain the ability to differentiate into mesodermic,
endodermic, and ectodermic cell-specific lineages (Vermette et al, 2007). Upon
transplantation into a damaged site, they interact with the microenvironment to
generate new progenitors and cells. Conventional regenerative therapies based
on MSCs introduce cells randomly into the diseased organ without a way to track
their status (Rennert et al, 2012). They aid in tissue regeneration and function by
secreting exosomes filled with growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, and microRNA (Othmani et al, 2019), however there is a lack of depth in the knowledge
pertaining to the molecular mechanisms that drive their behavior.
These cells are governed by molecular mechanisms that lead to
angiogenesis, immunomodulation, and cell proliferation and differentiation. Across
the multitude of stem cells, a few specific regulatory elements have been identified.
Wnt ligands, Notch signaling, and a number of growth factors and cytokines are
active in stem cell self-renewal, differentiation, and neural development (Angers &
Moon, 2009; Michel et al, 2009; De Felici et al, 2009). Distinct microRNAs regulate
differentiation across different cell populations (Yi & Fuchs, 2011; Guo et al, 2011).
Lastly, numerous transcription factors generate the networks of signaling
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cascades modulating the coordinated action of gene expression (Amann et al,
2011). One signaling pathway, the CXCL12-CXCR4/7 pathway, has been
significantly implicated in the regulation of stem cells.
1.13 CXCL12-CXCR4/7 Pathway
CXCL12, also known as SDF-1, is a chemokine protein that is expressed
throughout many cell types (including immune, endothelial, stem, and cancer cells)
and tissues (including brain, heart, lung, kidney, and bone marrow) (Schrader et
al, 2002; Guo et al, 2016). During embryogenesis, CXCL12 plays a direct role in
hematopoietic stem cells honing to the bone marrow as well as large blood vessel
formation. In adults, it acts in a chemotactic manner for lymphocytes and
mesenchymal stem cells, regulates B cell expression of CD20, mediates the
suppression of osteoclastogenesis, and drives angiogenesis by inducing
endothelial progenitor cell (EPC) migration through the binding of its cognate
receptors, CXCR4 and CXCR7 (Bleul et al, 1996; Askari et al, 2003; Takano et al,
2014; Zheng et al, 2007). Of importance is the fact that chemokines must bind to
one of their specific G-coupled transmembrane receptors to be activated (Balkwill,
2004; Viola and Luster, 2008; Lagerstrom and Schioth, 2008). Figure 1.4 shows a
diagram of the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway. This pathway has been evaluated as a
therapeutic target in cardiovascular disease due to its cardioprotective role in
progenitor cell honing to myocardial ischemia locations (Ma et al, 1998; Doring et
al, 2014). The upregulation of this pathway in wound healing has suggested
increased stem cell migration to the site of injury and enhanced healing, repair,
and regeneration (Ji et al, 2004). In addition, the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway has
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been implicated in several negative effects on the body including tissue damage
from heart infarct, excessive bleeding, limb ischemia, and directly in diseases such
as HIV, cardiovascular disease, and cancer (Chang et al, 2020; Greenbaum et al,
2013; Ara et al, 2003; Li et al, 2009). Since CXCR4 mediates stem cell recruitment
for the survival and regeneration of cardiomyocytes, issues with this process can
lead to improper embryonic heart development. Likewise, a mouse CXCR4
knockout model was shown to produce a lethal phenotype in embryos (Nagasawa
et al, 1998; Tachibana et al, 1998).
In cancer, however, it is not the downregulation of this pathway that creates
problems. Instead, it is the exploitation of chemokine receptor signaling that allows
cancer to survive, proliferate, and metastasize. Since CXCL12-CXCR4 regulates
a large number of downstream effector molecules, it is a well-established source
for the many pathobiological effects of cancer. While the extent of this pathway’s
control over these various molecules is currently unknown in cancer, it has been
found that CXCL12 is highly expressed in human breast (Kang et al, 2005), bladder
(Yang et al, 2015), gastric (Ishigami et al, 2007), prostate (Zhang et al, 2008), lung
(Imai et al, 2016), and other cancers (Ghanem et al, 2014; Sakai et al, 2012; Teng
et al, 2016).
Breast cancer, the second most common type of cancer behind skin cancer,
is found predominantly in women and sporadically in men (Weigelt et al, 2005;
American Cancer Society, 2021). In relevance to breast cancer metastasis, there
is no correlation to blood flow patterns like in other types of cancer, suggesting a
preferential honing and proliferation of cancer cells in specific tissues and organs
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which have shown the highest CXCL12 expression (Luker and Luker, 2005; Muller
et al, 2001). Breast cancer metastasis requires several steps including
intravasation into blood vessels and cancer cells must survive circulation,
migration and adhesion to secondary targets, and proliferation (Chamber et al,
2002). These steps are all potentially governed by effector molecules activated by
CXCL12-CXCR4. For example, AKT is active in the proliferation and chemotactic
migration towards CXCL12 expression (Kayali et al, 2003; Curnock et al, 2003;
Peng et al, 2005); MAP kinases increase gene expression driving proliferation and
survival by phosphorylating transcription factors (Chang and Karin, 2001; Vara et
al, 2004); JAK/STAT enhances motility and invasion of cancer cells (Soriano et al,
2003); MMP secretion is increased by CXCR4 activation leading to ECM
degradation thus enhancing invasion and metastasis (Kang et al, 2005); and
CXCR4 directly regulates the angiogenesis key to formation and growth of
metastatic tumors (Folkman, 2002).
While there is still a gap in the knowledge surrounding how the CXCL12CXCR4 pathway is reactive in the many types of cancer, recent work has
suggested a way to utilize CXCR4 overexpression as prognostic biomarkers or
even diagnostic markers by identifying organ-specific, protein networks (SanzPamplona et al, 2012). There has also been some success in blocking CXCR4
expression using RNA interference (RNAi), limiting spontaneous lung metastases
(Smith et al, 2004; Liang et al, 2005). In fact, Smith et al. (2004) was able to utilize
RNAi to reduce this expression in the 4T1 mouse breast cancer cell line. Likewise,
neutralizing antibodies and compounds, such as AMD3100, reduces proliferation
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and angiogenesis and increases apoptosis in different cancer models (Rubin et al,
2003; Darash-Yahana et al, 2004). Thus, the use of CXCR4 as a target for cancer
diagnostics and therapeutics is becoming increasingly more valid.
1.2 Previous Studies
Our work has focused on the phenomenon that occurs when studying stem
cell interactions within a hydrogel and the molecular mechanisms that are involved.
Hydrogels provide the ECM framework necessary to meet morphogenic and
necessary demands of developing tissues. With their potential, we have created a
new culture model exploiting the nuances of ECM-mechanical stress to study the
regulation of multicellular organization dynamics in development and disease. Our
laboratory observed a unique morphological phenomenon when using collagen
hydrogels to examine the self-organizing structure of cells called toroids (Gourdie
et al, 2012). By culturing cells on the surface of matrices a “donut-like”, selforganizing structure toroid forms (Figure 1.1a). Of importance is that when cells
were mixed into the collagen hydrogel, a contraction of the scaffold was observed
but no toroid was formed (Figure 1.1b). Interestingly, the toroids adhere to the size
and shape of the well in which they are cultured (Figure 1.2).
To date, we have cultured 10 different cell types in this model including stem
cells (adipose and bone marrow derived), cardiac fibroblasts, microvascular
endothelial cells, and four cancer cells lines (such as 4T1 breast cancer). We have
determined that regardless of cell type used, the toroids are universally formed
(Gourdie and Potts, 2014). The exception to this tenet is that the cancer cells do
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not form toroids (Figure 1.3). This may be a result of a measure of plasticity as it
does not appear to relate to anchorage-independent proliferation of cancer cells.
The work described in the following pages will study the fundamental need
for a model system to reproduce native tissue ECM, thus creating a universal,
tunable model that can be utilized for early-stage investigation and modeling
mechanisms pertaining to diseases, treatments, targets, etc. without having to
involve a live animal model. We will 1) investigate how a variable ECM affects
cellular behavior, 2) assess the effect cells have on the microenvironment in which
they are placed, and 3) define the underlying signaling pathways that regulate
adipose-derived

stem

cell

(ADSC)

microenvironment.
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Figure 1.1 On top vs mixed-in hydrogels. In a 96-well plate, 25,000
ADSCs were seeded A) on top of a PureCol collagen I hydrogel and B)
inside of a collagen I hydrogel. Of importance is that cells seeded on top
form a toroid while cells mixed into a hydrogel stay spread throughout the
gel and do not form a toroid. C) Fluorescence image of toroid. D)
Fluorescence image of mixed in cells. Blue- DAPI; Green- Phalloidin; RedSMA; Scale Bars= 100µM (C) and 100µM (D).
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Figure 1.2. Toroids adhere to the shape of the well in which they are
formed. Twenty-five thousand ADSCs were seeded under toroid forming and
non-forming conditions on collagen I hydrogels prepared in a square well. A-E)
Under non-forming conditions, the mixed in cells do not form toroids, but there
is a slight contraction of the hydrogel away from the well wall. F-I) Over our
standard 24 hr period, the cells adhere to the shape of the gel on which they
are seeded (i.e. square). Confocal images show the square toroid (K) and
higher mag insert (L) shows the cells streaming into the corner of the toroid.
Green-Phalloidin; Blue- DAPI; Scale Bars= 100um.
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On Top

Mixed in

Figure 1.3. Breast cancer cell lines DO NOT produce
toroids. Top panel are E07771cells, and lower panel is 4T1Luc cancer cells.
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Figure 1.4. CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway. The CXCL12CXCR4 pathway causes a signaling cascade that
plays a major role in cell survival, migration,
differentiation, and proliferation.
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CHAPTER 2
SELF-ASSEMBLING TOROIDAL CELL CONSTRUCTS FOR TISSUE
ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS1

1

Worden A, Uline MJ, Shazly T, Stern M, and Potts JD. Microscopy and Microanalysis, 1-10.
Reprinted here with permission of the publisher.
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2.1 Abstract
Developing tissues have intricate, three-dimensional (3D) organizations of
cells and ECM that provide the framework necessary to meet morphogenic and
physiological demands. Migrating cells, in vivo, are exposed to numerous
conflicting signals: chemokines, ECM, growth factors and physical forces. While
most of these have been studied individually in vivo or in vitro, our understanding
of how cells integrate these various signals is lacking. We previously developed a
novel self-organizing cellularized collagen hydrogel model that is adaptable,
tunable, reproducible, and capable of mimicking the multitude of stimuli that cells
experience. Our model produced self-assembled toroids of cells that were formed
by 24 hr. Data we present here show toroids initially form as early as 3 hr after
seeding. Additionally, toroids formed when cells were seeded on various collagen
subtypes and were sensitive to the composition of the hydrogel. Moreover, we
found differences in remodeling in toroid gels compared to gels with cells
embedded in them using both a collagen binding peptide and rheology. Using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), we observed that toroids form a crater like
structure compared to whole gel contractions in mixed in gels. Finally, when
multiple cells were mixed prior to seeding, heterogenous toroids formed with some
containing clusters of cells.
Keywords: Collagen, Tissue Engineering, Self-Organizing, Hydrogels, Stem Cells
2.2 Introduction
Tissue formation through cellular self-assembly and cellular aggregate
fusion is a common phenomenon during embryonic development and
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morphogenesis, in which tissues and organs are formed by living cells through a
myriad of cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions (Gourdie et al.,
2012; Rennert et al.,2012; Sun & Wang, 2013). Hydrogels composed of collagen
are frequently used as three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds for cultured cells, with the
goal of promoting tissue formation in vitro (Huynh et al., 1999; Cen et al., 2008;
Glowacki & Mizuno, 2008; Pang & Greisler, 2010; Pedraza et al., 2010). Collagen
is the most widely used biopolymer, and in mammals, is the most abundant protein
in major structural components of almost all organs and tissues thus providing a
ubiquitous framework for cell attachment and growth (Badylak et al., 2009).
Collagen scaffolds are also amenable to experimental screens of cell
migration, proliferation, death, angiogenesis and tissue differentiation (Tonnesen
et al., 2000; Hansen et al., 2006; Mercado-Pimentel & Runyan, 2007), and can be
used in a wide variety of ways including as implantable scaffolds for tissue repair,
as well coatings for cell culture, as drug delivery vehicles, and as controllable
matrices for modeling and imaging (Macleod et al., 2005; Vu et al., 2015; Xing et
al., 2019).
Collagen constructs are well tolerated immunologically when implanted in the body
(Badylak et al., 2009; deCastro Brás et al., 2010; Hunt & Grover, 2010). Once
placed in living tissues, these hydrogels are remodeled over time by enzymes such
as matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), enhancing the potential for integration with
surrounding tissue. Due to their biocompatibility and widely tunable structure, they
have been shown to simulate the ECM in physical structure to a point that
promotes cell proliferation and regeneration of tissues (Li et al., 2009). Accordingly,
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collagen hydrogels are of significant interest in the field of regenerative medicine
(Patino et al., 2002; Hunt and Grover, 2002; Badylak et al., 2009) in which material
and cellular components are integrated and appropriated for a wide range of
applications.
Tissue-engineered approaches for wound healing attempt to promote
regenerative and scar-free healing. In this regard, stem cells are increasingly being
utilized as part of regenerative therapies. To date, conventional regenerative
therapies based on stem cells involve the introduction of dispersed cells into a
diseased organ with little regard for the status of these randomly introduced cells.
Current therapies often show marginal, variable, or even controversial capability
to promote regenerative and scar-free healing. As such, improvements to available
compositions and methods would be beneficial. Tissue repair and regeneration are
thought to involve resident cell proliferation as well as the selective recruitment of
circulating stem and progenitor cell populations (Rennert et al., 2012).
Numerous tissue engineering approaches attempt to recapitulate the
process of stem cell organization to provide the basis for studying in vivo
interactions ex vivo. This allows for the early stages of investigation and modeling
mechanisms pertaining to diseases, treatments, targets, etc. without having to
involve a specimen. Stem cells are affected by the stiffness of the matrix that they
are being cultured in. Depending on the stiffness of the gel, stem cells produce a
certain phenotype. This was reported in a seminal paper by Engler et al. (2006)
showing MSCs cultured on a stiff gel produce more osteogenic markers. In
contrast, a softer matrix induced neurogenic markers. Moreover, substrate
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stiffness and tissue geometry influence cardiac myocyte size, shape, and
alignment. (Ribeiro et al., 2015, Gaetani et al., 2020, Bian et al., 2014).
Our laboratory observed a unique morphological phenomenon when using
collagen hydrogels where groups of cells self-organized into structures called
toroids (Gourdie et al., 2012). When lens epithelial cells were initially placed on top
of the hydrogel, a toroid ring of cells was formed. These toroids or “self-organizing
tissue structures” initially take the shape of the well-plates in which they are
prepared. Cells forming toroids appeared long and thin as they migrated from the
outer region of the gel to the inner gel toroid structure (Gourdie et al., 2012). In
contrast, when the cells were mixed inside the hydrogel, contraction of the scaffold
was observed but no toroid was formed, with the cells remaining spread
throughout. While those studies are the origin for current studies, there remains a
lack of understanding as to the molecular mechanisms underlying cellular
migration and toroid formation, as well as the reaction to multi-cell environments
(i.e., within a human body).
Our current study provides detailed timing of toroid formation using this 3D
microenvironment with both single- and multi-cell contribution using two different
types of stem cells, to support the evidence that toroid formation is a near universal
event. We analyzed and quantified the ability of different collagen concentrations
to affect cellular migration and formation of toroid structures. Subsequently we
analyzed the ability of cells to remodel their matrices during toroid formation using
a collagen binding peptide and rheology analysis of the remodeled matrix. Finally,
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we determined the outcome of allowing multiple cell types to interact during toroid
formation.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.31 Cell Culture
Neonatal heart fibroblasts (NHF) and adipose-derived stem cells (ADSC)
were extracted from adult mice and cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), PenicillinStreptomycin (10mL/L), and Amphotericin B (2.5mg/L). Cells were grown until 8090% confluency prior to use for experimentation. We used all primary cell cultures
at passage 5 or less.
The cells to be used in toroid experiments were culture to 80% confluence
and trypsinized (0.25% Trypsin/EDTA), centrifuged 8 minutes at 800 RPM, and
counted. For single cell type experiments, cells were applied in concentrations
between 25,000-50,000 cells per gel. Cells were applied 250,000 cells per gel for
the hydrogel compression testing due to the larger gels formed in a 24-well plate.
Multi-cell toroids were formed with 25,000 cells/cell type/well. The cells in these
experiments were gently, but thoroughly, mixed prior to being placed on the gel.
2.32 Hydrogel Preparation
In total, we used 9 different hydrogel matrices including three types of
Collagen I (PureCol, Nutrigen, and Fibricol- Type I Bovine, Advanced BioMatrix),
Collagen III (Human Placenta, Advanced BioMatrix), Collagen V (Bovine Placenta,
Advanced BioMatrix), Rat Tail Collagen, and three types of synthetic matrices
(AlphaBioGel, Matrigel, and VitroGel3D). Collagen gels were created in 96 well
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culture dishes (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) using an 8:1:1 ratio of
collagen matrix, 0.2N HEPES pH 9.0 (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA), and
10X Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, Sigma-Aldrich, St- Louis, MO, USA). The
mixture was added 100 µL per well and stabilized at 37oC overnight. Cells were
placed on top of the gels and incubated at 37oC for 30 minutes. Gels were released
from the sides of the wells with a thin-tipped probe and incubated at 37oC for an
additional 24 hours. For mixed in gels, cells in media were mixed into the matrix
prior to being poured and incubated for 24 hours.
Rat tail collagen (RTC) was synthesized from the cartilaginous tendons
stripped from the tail of a sacrificed rat, degraded in acetic acid, and dialyzed in
10X MEM until a matrix was formed. To create a usable 3D microenvironment,
1.25 mL rat tail collagen was mixed with 750 µL sterile H2O, 200 µL M199 media,
and 200 µL sterile NaHCO3. With respect to the concentrated RTC (cRTC), all
previous steps were the same, however, to create a more concentrated matrix,
collagen was centrifuged at 4000 RPM for 20 minutes and the excess water was
removed.
Each synthetic matrix was created using the manufacturer-specific protocol.
AlphaBioGel (AlphaBioRegen) and Matrigel (Corning Incorporated) were each
thawed on ice at 4oC prior to being used. VitroGel3D (TheWell BioScience)
protocol called for a dilution of the Vitrogel solution 4:1 in media. 250µL was placed
into each well and stabilized for 30 minutes at 37oC. Cells were added to each gel,
gels released, and incubated 24 hours at 37oC.
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2.33 Collagen Mixture Studies
In our previous studies, both PureCol collagen I and collagen III produced
toroids, however, collagen III created smaller, more compact toroids. To generate
the various collagen mixtures, a collagen concentration series was performed in
triplicate. Hydrogel mixtures followed the 8:1:1 ratio as stated before, however the
concentrations of the collagen I was diluted with collagen III. These concentrations
were 100% collagen I, 80:20 (collagen I: collagen III), 60:40 (I: III), 40:60 (I: III),
and 100% collagen III. NHFs in media were placed on top of the gels, released,
and incubated for 24 hours at 37oC. The resulting toroids were imaged, and
diameters measured on the Invitrogen EVOS FL Auto microscope. Statistics on
the diameter measurements were determined using a student’s t-test with
significance at P<0.01.
2.34 Immunohistochemistry
For fluorescence imaging, hydrogels were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) (pH 7.2) for 20 minutes at room temperature (RT) and rinsed with 1X
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 3
x 5 minutes. Permeabilization occurred using 0.1% Triton X-100/ 0.01M glycine/
1X PBS for 30 minutes at RT then washed in 1X PBS. Blocking occurred in 5%
BSA/1X PBS for 30 minutes at RT before another PBS wash cycle. Primary
antibody (diluted 1:200 in 1X PBS) -either goat polyclonal to CXCR4 or rabbit
polyclonal to SDF-1 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK)- was applied overnight at 4oC.
Another PBS wash cycle preceded application of secondary antibody (diluted
1:250 in 1X PBS). Alexa Fluor 546 rabbit anti-goat (CXCR4) or Alexa Fluor 546
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goat anti-rabbit (SDF-1) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were applied for 1 hour
at 37oC and washed with PBS. Finally, DAPI (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR,
USA), diluted 1:1000 in 1X PBS, and Alexa Fluor Phalloidin 488 (Invitrogen),
diluted 1:250 in PBS, were applied 1 hour at RT. Gels received one final PBS wash
and were mounted with DABCO. Images were collected on the Invitrogen EVOS
FL Auto Imaging System (Fisher Scientific) and the Zeiss LSM 510 META
scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany).
2.35 Collagen Hybridizing Peptide
The 3Helix peptide (3Helix Incorporated, Salt Lake City, UT, USA), is a
collagen hybridizing peptide (CHP) conjugated with 5-FAM (488nm excitation).
The peptide was diluted 1:3 in PBS per manufacturer’s instructions (20 μM). Fixed
hydrogels were blocked as described above for 5 minutes. The 3Helix peptide was
heated at 80oC for 5 minutes and then immediately placed on ice to quickly cool.
The 3Helix peptide was applied to toroid containing hydrogels, incubated 24 hours
at 4oC, and rinsed with PBS. Gels were then counterstained with DAPI and smooth
muscle actin (SMA) as described above and imaged with second harmonic
generation (SHG) on the Leica SP8 multiphoton confocal microscope. The images
were taken in the xyz planes with the depth of the z plane being a total thickness
of 150 μm.
2.36 Vybrant Cell Labeling
Cells were stained prior to seeding using a Vybrant multicolor cell labeling
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing three stains: DiO (501 nm), DiL (565 nm),
and DiD (665 nm). We chose this kit for two reasons: 1) it can be added directly to
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culture media to uniformly label suspended cells, and 2) the subcellular localization
of these stains labels the cell membrane and lipids; thus, the entire cell is
fluorescent for our toroid studies. Cells were suspended in media, and 5 μL of the
chosen dye was added and mixed in by gentle pipetting. The suspension was
incubated at 37oC for 15 minutes before being centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5
minutes. Supernatant was aspirated and cells were gently resuspended in fresh
media. This incubation was repeated 3 times before a 10-minute recovery time for
the cells. The cells were then placed either in or on top of gels and observed and
imaged on the EVOS FL Auto and the Zeiss LSM 510.
2.37 Mechanical Testing
Unconfined uniaxial compression testing was used to determine whether
the observed cellular reorganization alters the mechanical properties of the matrix.
To facilitate mechanical testing, larger hydrogel samples (1.5 mL) were created in
24-well plates. NHFs were then placed on the surface and incubated for 24 hours
at 37oC. Uniaxial compression tests were used to generate force-displacement
response data for cylindrical samples formed from the collagen gel variants
PureCol Collagen I (PC), RTC, and cRTC, prepared in both the native form and
following cell-mediated matrix remodeling. Displacement-controlled compression
testing was performed on a commercial system (Bose ElectroForce 3200; Bose
Corp., Eden Prairie, MN) equipped with a high-fidelity load cell (max load 22 N;
sensitivity ± 0.1N), two flat platens oriented for compression testing, and integrated
data acquisition software (Wintest). Cylindrical specimens (n = 4-5; initial sample
dimensions: diameter = 5.28 ± 0.1 mm and height = 5 ± 0.1 mm) were subjected
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to a constant compression (displacement rate = 0.005 mm/s, max compression =
1 mm) during which the force response and sample dimensions were continuously
recorded (data acquisition rate = 25 sec-1).
Acquired response data were transformed into compressive Cauchy stress
versus percent sample compression data, wherein the Cauchy stress was
computed as the recorded force divided by the cross-sectional area at each
deformed state and the percent compression refers to the direction of the applied
load. Stress-percent compression data were highly linear and elastic over the
examined deformations for all gel variants. Based on the characteristic behavior
and to enable comparison among samples, an elastic modulus value was
calculated as the slope of a linear regression performed on the stress-compression
data for each sample.
2.38 SEM Preparation and Imaging
Initially, hydrogels were fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde (Glut)/2% PFA
solution for 30 minutes and rinsed until all fixative was removed (approximately 15
minutes). The hydrogels then went into a cycle of 1% osmium (1 hour at RT), PBS
rinse (3 x 5 min), 1% glut/1% tannic acid in PBS (1 hour at RT), and PBS rinse for
a total of 3 cycles. After the final rinse, excess moisture was removed using 70%
EtOH (2 x 15min), 95% EtOH (2 x 15 min), and 100% EtOH (2 x 30 min),
respectively. They were then subjected to critical point drying, mounting, and
sputter coating. Those steps were followed as previously described (Nesbitt et al.,
2006).
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Briefly, samples were placed in an appropriate holder and then into the
chamber and dried using a SAMDRI PVT-3B critical point drying system. When
finished drying, the sample was removed from the critical point dryer and adhered
to a stub with a standard carbon adhesive tab. The stub with the specimen was
inserted into the Cressington 108 Auto/SE Sputter Coater. Once completed, the
fully prepared specimen was imaged using a JEOL JSM-IT100 Scanning Electron
Microscope at a voltage of 10.0kV and a magnification range of 27x-1,600x.
2.4 Results
2.41 Time Series Analysis of Toroids
Our previous studies examined the formation of toroids at 24 hrs when they
had fully formed. (Gourdie and Potts, 2014). To begin to understand the process
more carefully, we captured the process of toroid formation using time lapse
imaging. We used 25,000 of both NHFs and ADSCs cultured to create toroids in a
well of a 96 well plate. The NHFs were stained with Vybrant DiD prior to culturing
on top or inside the collagen hydrogel. Figure 2.1 shows NHF staining images
taken at the 1, 10, 16, and 24-hr marks (A-D respectively). Distinct toroids formed
by 10 hrs and toroids continued to form through 24 hrs. We next investigated early
times during toroid formation. We examined hydrogels seeded with cells at 1, 2, 3,
and 6 hrs. In the first hour, cells appeared to be uniformly dispersed on the surface
of the gel. By 3 hrs the cells began to coalesce and organize into the toroid
structure, and by 6 hrs a distinct toroid had developed (Figure 2.2). This indicates
that the process occurrs rapidly and that cells quickly sense their matrix
environment and begin to migrate. By 10 hrs toroids were clearly observed and
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by 24 hrs toroids had formed to their usual shape and size. Toroid at 10 hrs was
approximately 4,500 µm, whereas by 24 hrs toroids had contracted to
approximately 2,250 µm on standard PureCol hydrogels. A similar time frame for
toroid formation was also seen using the ADSCs.
2.42 SEM Analysis of Toroid Formation
Our previous confocal analysis clearly demonstrated that during toroid
formation cells form a toroid and invade the underlying matrices to form a cylinderlike structure. However, the surface of the gel has not been investigated. In order
to accomplish this, we examined the toroid gels using SEM. Due to the immense
hydration of the hydrogels, processing of the gels was delicate. The images in
Figure 2.3 illustrate the shrinkage that occurred during the processing of the
hydrogels. Therefore, no accurate toroid measurement data were obtained from
the gels, but morphology of the toroid was analyzed. Even though it was difficult,
by using SEM we were able to establish that the toroid showed migration of the
cells towards the toroid, and that the toroid itself was raised slightly on the surface
of the gel and formed an almost crater-like structure (Figure 2.3 A, B, and D). In
comparison, gels with cells mixed in contracted and appeared to have a confluent
surface while the gel contracted in on itself (Figure 2.3 C). Lastly, we observed
changes to the collagen structure after cells have migrated to the toroid (Figure 2.3
E and F).
2.43 Comparison of Matrices
In 3D cell culture, many different hydrogel matrices have been found to
create a suitable in vivo-like environment, spanning from natural to synthetic
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compositions. To determine if toroid formation was matrix dependent, we created
toroids using 9 different matrices, under similar conditions, using the same cell
type (ADSCs) and quantity (25,000 cells). ADSCs were placed on top of each
matrix, cultured for 24 hrs, and stained with phalloidin conjugated with Alexa-488
and DAPI. Figure 2.4 shows the matrices tested and resulting ability of cells to form
toroids when cultured on their surface. Six of nine matrices tested formed toroids
while 3 failed to form toroids following multiple attempts. The matrices that
produced toroids were, PureCol, Nutrigen, Type III collagen, RTC, AlphaBioGel
and Matrigel when cells were cultured on them. In contrast, toroids were not
formed when cells were cultured on type V collagen. In this case it appeared that
the matrix was degraded by cells. Similarly, the carbohydrate hydrogel made using
VitroGel3D produced cell clumps, but no visible toroids. Finally, when cells were
cultured on Fibrocol (10% collagen I), cells remained spread over the surface of
the gel and no toroids were formed. In contrast, Nutrigen, a 6% collagen I hydrogel,
formed the toroids. When we measured the diameter of the forming toroids,
Nutrigen had the largest toroid formed (3.67mm average toroid diameter),
compared to Matrigel, which formed the smallest toroids (1.70mm average toroid
diameter) (Figure 2.4).
2.44 Toroid Analysis in a Multi-Matrix Environment
In vivo cells experience an environment consisting of multiple matrices. In
order to try and recapitulate, to some extent, a more in vivo-like condition, we
created hydrogels containing mixtures of different types of collagen. Both collagen
III and collagen I, when used alone, formed toroids. Hydrogels with combinations
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of varying percentages of collagen III and I were created and tested. A collagen
hydrogel concentration series was performed using concentrations of 100% type
I, 80:20 (type I:type III), 60:40, 40:60, and 100% type III. After a 24-hour incubation,
toroid formation progressively grew smaller with increasing collagen type III. The
toroids created with 100% collagen I produced an average diameter of 2.7mm
while the toroids on hydrogels of 100% collagen III had a statistically significant
smaller toroid that averaged 1.7mm (Figure 2.5).
2.45 Hydrogel Remodeling During Toroid Formation
It is well known that as cells are placed in a 3D matrix, they attempt to
remodel that matrix. The collagen hydrogel model has been used routinely to
investigate gel contraction and remodeling by cells (Fix et al, 2011; Potts et al.,
1992; Runyan et al., 1990). We sought to determine whether such remodeling was
occurring by cells forming toroids. To that end, we took advantage of a novel
collagen binding peptide (CHP). This peptide can bind to the triple helix of collagen
only when the strands have been opened. The opening of the collagen strands
most likely occurred as a result of the cells attempting to remodel the collagen
matrix. Using the CHP and second harmonic generation (SHG) capabilities on the
Leica SP8 multiphoton confocal microscope, we observed the level of remodeling
that occurs during cellular migration through a hydrogel. Figure 2.6 shows the
staining of the CHP in relationship to the collagen near the toroid. CHP staining is
seen near cells in and around the toroid, but it appears minimal in the outer region
of the hydrogel as it appears the majority of the collagen unwinding occurs near,
or in, the toroid itself. In addition, we measured the volume of the hydrogel both
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with cells embedded and in toroids. We used both 50,000 and 100,000 ADSCs in
gels and allowed incubation for 24 hrs.
2.46 Mechanical Testing
To determine whether the cells affected the collagen gel matrix differently
when forming a toroid, we performed rheology measurements on toroids created
with different matrices. Gels were made using PC, RTC, or cRTC. Mean Cauchy
stress–percent compression relations of the PC, RTC, and cRTC specimens
indicate an overall softening of the gel matrix with cellular remodeling (Figure 2.7).
The cell infused-PC, -RTC, and -cRTC samples all exhibited a significant (p < 0.05)
decrease in elastic modulus in comparison to the native gels, with reductions of
18.97 ± 4.2 %, 15.80 ± 3.9 % and 19.55 ± 5.0 %, respectively.
2.47 Mixed Cell Interactions
Our model of toroid formation represents an example of how cells react and
remodel their matrix environment during migration and differentiation. For this
reason, we next set out to recapitulate in vivo like milieus by examining toroid
formation with multiple cell types mixed prior to culturing on the surface of the
hydrogel. We sought to determine how multiple cell types would react when
cultured together to form a toroid. We used numerous combinations with ADSC,
BMSC, and NHF cells and each of the combinations formed toroids. When both
ADSCs and NHFs, stained with Vybrant DiO (green) and DiD (red) respectively,
were combined on a PureCol hydrogel the toroid showed significant cellular
intermingling. Using the vibrant dyes, we were able to see clear demarcations
between the ADSCs and NHFs. Due to the large number of cells combined on a
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small 96-well gel, we expected to observe some overlapping signal (yellow
fluorescence) in our images created if the red and green fluorescence were
overlapping in any way. However, we did not observe any observable overlap of
fluorescent signal (Figure 2.8). This suggests that cells are able to migrate
simultaneously and intermingle to form a toroid. In some toroids we observed the
formation of cell clusters by the ADSCs when cultured with NHFs (Figure 2.8c).
This formation was not observed in any of the other combinations of cells and its
significance remains unclear.
2.5 Discussion
This study expands on the findings of toroid formation by modeling cell:cell
and cell:ECM interactions through the creation of single- and multi-cellular
environments within different hydrogel matrices. Toroids are a self-organizing
tissue structure created by cells cultured on top of a hydrogel. In our study, all
combinations of cells and matrices produced toroids, except for Collagen V
(degraded by cells), Fibricol (cells stayed spread throughout the gel), and synthetic
VitroGel3D (produced cell clumps). Likewise, in unpublished studies, our
attempted cancer cell lines failed to form toroids but remained viable both on top
of and inside collagen matrices. Historically collagen I hydrogels have been the
primary acceptable and consistent extracellular matrix environment used for
cellular studies due to the replicability of ECM properties (Antoine et al., 2015). In
the same respect, we sought to investigate toroid formation with numerous
different matrices to determine the optimal, most consistent matrix for the modeling
of cell:cell and cell:ECM interactions. In order to do this, many different matrices
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had to be tested. PureCol, Nutrigen, and Fibricol are all derived from collagen type
I at concentrations of 2%, 6%, and 10%, respectively. Rat Tail Collagen is collagen
type I from rat instead of bovine placenta. Collagen types III and V are both
members of the fibril-forming collagen family with type I. Matrigel is a matrix
synthesized from a mouse sarcoma tumor consisting of type IV collagen with
laminins, proteoglycans, and growth factors. Our two synthetic matrices,
AlphaBioGel and VitroGel3D, were advertised as a suitable alternative to natural
collagen matrices. Intriguing was that AlphaBioGel was able to create a toroid
while VitroGel3D did not. In this study we show that numerous matrices appeared
to produce consistent toroid sizes. This ability by other matrices suggest that toroid
formation is a cellular phenomenon that is inherent in most cells when cultured in
this manner. Furthermore, most of these matrices are sufficient for 3D culture
experiments and provide the opportunity to explore advancements in the
optimization for hydrogel protocols.
To study the initial formation of the toroid, we used time lapse imaging of
cell migration over a 24-hour period using fluorescently labeled cells. Cells were
shown to originally be spread over the surface of the hydrogel (1 hr) then migrate
from the outside of the hydrogel to form the toroid (24 hrs). We also observed how
these cells migrated over these hydrogels during toroid formation. Cells appeared
to create channels in the gel. They appear to migrate as spokes on a bicycle wheel
lined up and following each other until they stop and form a toroid. When a toroid
is formed, collagen is remodeled through the unwinding of the triple helix,
demonstrated by the binding of the CHP (Figure 2.6). This remodeling was also
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demonstrated in the compression of hydrogels. During the formation of the toroid
there is an apparent and measurable softening of the hydrogel. This change was
observed in all three matrices we tested.
Our data is similar to earlier studies that have suggested that cells align
collagen, rather than collagen organizing cells. Smooth muscle cells seeded into
a pre-aligned matrix reorganized collagen in response to mechanical loading
conditions (Barocas et al., 1998). Likewise, when exposed to a change in uniaxial
loading direction, fibroblasts rapidly remodeled the matrix, even after previous
mechanical alignment (Lee et al., 2008). Although the reason for alignment in the
unconstrained direction is not fully understood, stress generated during gel
compaction is likely a primary factor. Measuring strains using fiducial markers or
modifying the stiffness of our matrices could provide quantitative data on the role
of mechanical load in the alignment of cells in our hydrogels. In fact, that is exactly
what we found when we cultured cells on the surface of a very stiff collagen
hydrogel, Fibrocol. In this instance, cells remained on the surface of the gel and
failed to form toroids.
Generally, most hydrogel studies consist of a single matrix. Although that
makes a consistent variable it does not truly reflect the in vivo matrix environment
most cells will experience. In this study, we created mixed hydrogels of varying
percentages of collagen type I and III. We observed that toroid size was smaller
with decreasing percentages of collagen. Pure collagen III hydrogels produced
smaller toroids that were 37% reduced in size when compared to collagen I, which
could suggest a different or enhanced receptor utilization when forming a toroid
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(Figure 2.5). Most cells use either α2β1 or α11β1 integrins to bind to collagen III
(Gullberg et al., 1992). Type III collagen is the second most abundant collagen of
soft tissues and dominates early phases of wound healing and granulation
tissue formation. Type III collagen is a homotrimer of three identical polypeptide
chains and is located in skin, blood vessel walls, and pleuroperitoneal lining; bone
has a minimal amount of type III collagen (Kuivaniemi & Tromp, 2019).
Historically, single cell type experiments are important to understand the
response of cells to hydrogels to activators and inhibitors of cellular functions,
likewise toroid formation, a more in vivo-like environment consists of multiple cell
types interacting with each other as they migrate. Thus, we mixed multiple cell
types prior to culturing on the surface of the hydrogel and observed their
interactions and their ability to form toroids. We chose both undifferentiated and
differentiated cell types in our toroid experiments. Adipose-derived stem cells
(ADSCs) are undifferentiated mesenchymal stem cells that maintain the ability to
differentiate into mesodermal, endodermal, and ectodermal cell-specific lineages.
Upon transplantation into a damaged site, they interact with the microenvironment
to generate new progenitors and cells. Likewise, they aid in tissue regeneration.
Bone-marrow stem cells (BMSCs) have similar capabilities and have become a
primary cell source in regenerative medicine due to their ability to differentiate into
different lineages such as chondroblasts, adipocytes, fibroblasts, and osteoblasts.
In addition, we chose a differentiated control cell, neonatal cardiac fibroblasts
(NHFs). Fibroblasts are also the major cell type in the synthesis of the ECM. They
are abundantly available in the proliferative phase of wound healing, synthesizing
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new ECM and collagen fibers. Of note was the fact that these cells mixed together
and combined to create a toroid. Upon closer analysis, cells intermingled when
forming the toroid (Figure 2.8). Interestingly, we also observed the unusual
formation of cell clusters by the ADSCs in which they appeared to be surrounded
by other stem cells or fibroblasts when cultured together. We had not observed
this type of structure in any our previous toroid experiments. It is possible that
these clusters of cells were not completely dispersed when cultured but more likely
they sought out similar cells to migrate together but separate to other cell types.
Ongoing studies are focused on examining multi-cell microenvironments and
attempt to understand the formation of ADSC cell clusters. We are also pursuing
assays to better understand the full molecular regulation in toroid formation as well
as the communication mechanisms utilized between cells. One such pathway that
shows preliminary importance is the CXCL12/CXCR4 pathway used in other stem
cells (Hu et al., 2013). To reiterate, using this model of cellular interactions and
programming, we can examine and explore (1) the understanding of early
embryonic development, (2) the optimization of hydrogels for in vivo applications
and (3) the creation of a model system for future tissue formation and regeneration
and disease.
2.6 Conclusion
To summarize, we have created a tunable and adaptable model to examine
cellular differentiation that resembles processes found in development and
disease. We have created a hydrogel model that mimics the in vivo environment
and examined the importance of specific matrices on cellular migration and
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differentiation. We have successfully co-cultured cells on the same hydrogel to
investigate maturation and differentiation of ADSCs and NHFs into toroids. Cocultured cells were shown to migrate together to form a toroid. We have used this
model to demonstrate that there are measurable changes in the hydrogel elastic
properties during toroid formation. Furthermore, the stem cells remodel the matrix
during toroid formation demonstrated by the binding of a collagen binding peptide
demonstrating the unwinding of collagen helices. Finally, we have shown toroid
formation begins within 3 hrs of seeding on the hydrogel. This suggests that these
cells quickly recognize the matrix they are seeded on and begin to coordinate a
coordinated cellular migration that ends with the formation of a toroid. This novel
3D system allows for tunability and reproducibility to investigate cellular
interactions, maturation, and differentiation in both healthy and injured cells.
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Figure 2.1 Fluorescent time series showing cellular migration. Images from
a time series using PureCol collagen I hydrogel in a 96-well plate with 50,000
NHFs show the formation of a toroid over a 24-hr period. Cells were stained with
Vybrant Cell Labeling DiD which emits in the far-red spectrum (665 nm). Stillframe images were taken at 1, 10, 16, and 24-hrs (A-D respectively) to analyze
the movement seen in the time series. We can see that the cells are migrating
from the outer portions of the gel to form a toroid.
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Figure 2.2. Early time series of toroid formation. Bright field images of the
hydrogel seeded with cells at 1, 2, 4, 6 hr (A-D) respectively. Notice by 2 hours
(B) the cells have begun to migrate and coalesce and by 4 hr (C) there is a clear
border to the toroid formed (arrowheads). The center of the toroid is labeled
(Cen) as is the periphery of the gel (Per). Scale bars = 650um.
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Figure 2.3. Scanning EM images of the toroid and mixed in hydrogels. The
toroid appears as a crater on the surface of the hydrogel (A). Image of the
collagen gel with toroid. (D) A higher magnification of the rim of the crater shows
cells on the surface and down into the crater (B). In comparison, the hydrogels
that have cells mixed in contract the entire gel (C). (E) and (F) Images on the
outside of the hydrogel showing collagen remodeling. Scale bars for A and C
=500 µm. Scale bar for B =100 µm. Scale bars for D, E, and F = 75 µm.
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of 3D cell culture matrices. Twenty-five
thousand ADSCs were cultured on top of each 100µL gel. Fibricol
(cells stayed spread throughout gel, collagen V (degraded by cells),
and VitroGel3D (created cell clumps) did not form toroids. All other
matrices formed toroids between 1.70 mm and 3.67 mm average
diameter. There was no difference in the toroid structure other than
size and possibly how the cells migrated through the matrix. Toroid
size may provide for better optimization of hydrogel applications.
Scale bars=50µm, Green=Phalloidin, Blue=DAPI
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Figure 2.5. Varying collagen type I concentration series. Toroids were
created with gels seeded on top with fifty-thousand NHFs on each of the
following concentrations of collagen I and collagen III and allowed to incubate for
24-hours: A) 100% collagen I. B) 80% collagen I to 20% collagen III. C) 60%
collagen I to 40% collagen III. D) 40% collagen I to 60% collagen III. E) 100%
collagen III. N=6. When the diameters of the toroids were measured and
averaged, we saw a 1 mm (37.04% difference between 100% collagen I (A) and
100% collagen III (E)). F) Bar graph analysis of the collagen concentration series.
There is a correlating decrease in toroid diameter with increased collagen III
concentration. The differences were significant at P < 0.01. Scale bars=200µm
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Figure 2.6. Collagen hybridizing peptide showing collagen remodeling.
Multiphoton confocal image of a toroid. A 3-D image of the ADSCs migrating
towards the toroid (cells=purple). The toroid (top) consists of a group of cells with
more migrating towards it. The collagen fibrils are seen as green using CHP.
CHP binds to the unwound double-helix during remodeling thus providing
evidence of the extent of remodeling that occurs in a hydrogel during cellular
migration.

Figure 2.7. Rheology of toroids. Uniaxial compression response of gels pre(•) and post- (•) cell-mediated remodeling. Solid circles are mean experimental
measurements ± standard deviation; dashed lines are linear regressions of the
group mean data. Gels were created using either PureCol (PC), Rat tail collagen
(RTC) or Concentrated Rat tail collagen (cRTC).
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Figure 2.8. Mixed cell toroids showing cellular integration. Twenty-five
thousand NHFs and ADSCs were seeded on top of a PureCol collagen I
hydrogel. Confocal images show that while the cells appear to be intermingling,
there is no overlapping signal. These results suggest that mixed cells will
interact, migrate, and form a toroid. We also observed a cell clustering
phenomenon in certain toroids (C). Scale bars=100µm A, 50µm B-C, Red=NHF,
Green= ADSC, Blue=DAPI
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CHAPTER 3
CXCL12-CXCR4 AS A POTENTIAL REGULATOR OF ADSC MIGRATION
DURING TOROID FORMATION2

2

Worden A, Stern M, and Potts JD. To be submitted to Biomaterials.
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3.1 Abstract
The use of three-dimensional (3D) culture systems (hydrogels) and
adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs) in regenerative medicine has allowed for
early-stage investigation and modeling of the mechanisms in diseases, treatments,
targets, etc. without having to involve an animal model. ADSCs, specifically, are
utilized due to their ability to differentiate into mesodermal, endodermal, and
ectodermal cell-specific lineages. The innate programming of stem cells during
embryonic development that drive them to a specific location for structural
differentiation can be replicated during a process, termed toroid formation, where
the cells are cultured on top of a hydrogel. Toroid formation appears to be a near
universal process with the exception being cancer cell lines we have tried (<4).
Interestingly, when cells are cultured inside the hydrogel rather than on the
surface, there is contraction of the gel, but no toroid is formed. Our lab discovered
that the CXCL12-CXCR4/7 pathway, the pathway implicated in numerous
diseases including cancer and HIV, is upregulated during toroid formation and
downregulated for mixed-in gels. By thoroughly dissecting this signaling pathway,
our data pinpointed four key targets that significantly delayed, but did not eliminate,
toroid formation. This work will define the underlying signaling pathways that
regulate ADSC directed migration used during embryonic development and
establish toroid formation as a novel 3D model for high throughout investigation of
diverse in vivo molecular mechanisms.
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3.2 Introduction
Complex organisms are composed of tissues in which most cells are
embedded within a fibrous extracellular matrix (ECM). To study the intricate, threedimensional (3D) organization of cells and ECM ex vivo, regenerative medicine
has turned to collagen hydrogels due to their significant ease of use and versatility.
Hydrogels can be used in a wide variety of ways including tissue repair and
engineering, coated wells for cell culture, drug delivery, and 3D matrices for
modeling and imaging (Xing et al, 2019; Provenzano, 2017; Pedraza et al, 2010;
Greenbaum et al, 2013; Tamamura et al, 1998). Due to their biocompatibility and
widely tunable structure, they have been shown to simulate the ECM in physical
structure to a point that promotes cell proliferation and regeneration of tissues (Li
et al, 2009). Of importance is that they are well-tolerated immunologically when
implanted in vivo (Hunt and Grover, 2010; Badylak et al 2009; deCastro et al,
2010). Moreover, these hydrogels are remodeled and degraded by living tissues
over time through enzymes such as metalloproteases (MMP)s, thus enhancing the
potential for integration of implants with surrounding tissue. We have utilized
collagen hydrogels in numerous studies (Worden et al, 2022).
While the study of cellular organization is limited due to lack of experimental
approaches, matrix mechanics have been identified as a driving factor for cellular
behavior. Matrix stiffness and mechanical properties of the ECM not only allow
tissues to withstand physical stress, but are also regulatory for cellular functions
including spreading, migration, proliferation, and stem cell differentiation (Xing et
al, 2019; Engler et al, 2006), thus impacting many fundamental biological
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processes including embryonic development, adult tissue homeostasis, and the
pathogenesis of diseases such as fibrosis and cancer (Provenzano, 2017;
Trappmann and Chen, 2013). The understanding of these inherently coded
processes has expanded over the last several decades, however, the
interconnected network between cells that responds to external stimuli is still
largely uncharted and the current models make it difficult to advance these studies.
Thus, it is important to create an in vivo-like, non-animal model that allows for the
exploration of cell-cell and cell-ECM relationships.
Since the ultimate goal of regenerative medicine is to create functional
tissues and organs, studies have been focused on utilizing stem cells with the
hydrogel. Stem cells are affected by the chemical milieu of the matrix that they are
being cultured in (Xu et al, 2017; Sinha et al, 2017). To date, there have been
several advances in stem cell therapy leading to improved wound healing and
tissue regeneration (Hassan et al, 2014; Li et al, 2013). Specifically, adiposederived stem cells (ADSCs) are mesenchymal stem cells that maintain the ability
to differentiate into mesodermic, endodermic, and ectodermic cell-specific
lineages (Vermette et al, 2007). Upon transplantation into a damaged site, they
interact with the microenvironment to generate new progenitor cells. Likewise, they
aid in tissue regeneration and function by secreting exosomes filled with growth
factors, cytokines, chemokines, and micro-RNA (Othmani et al, 2019), thus
suggesting an innate programming that leads to these molecular mechanisms
such

as

angiogenesis,

immunomodulation,

differentiation.
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Our laboratory observed a unique morphological response when studying
the self-organization of cells with collagen hydrogels. By culturing adipose-derived
stem cells (ADSCs) on the surface of matrices, a toroid ring of cells was formed.
These self-organizing tissue structures, or toroids, initially take the shape of the
well-plates in which they are formed, and the cells appear long and thin during
migration from the outer to inner regions of the hydrogel (Gourdie et al, 2012). In
contrast, cells that were mixed inside of the hydrogel did not form toroids. Those
studies provide the basis for ongoing studies, but there remains insufficient
understanding as to the molecular regulation of cellular migration and toroid
formation (Worden et al, 2022).
The current study expands our understanding of this physiological response
by linking toroid formation to the CXCL12-CXCR4 signaling pathway. CXCL12 (or
SDF-1) is a chemokine protein expressed in several tissues including the brain,
heart, and bone marrow. When CXCL12 binds to its cognate receptor, CXCR4, a
chemical signaling cascade leads to a number of physiologic responses such as
proliferation, migration, and survival (Wang et al, 2017; Wang et al, 2019). This
pathway is known for playing a role in neural and cardiac development during
embryogenesis as well as regulating adult stem cells during processes involved
with wound healing, tissue repair, and angiogenesis (Bleul et al, 1996, Ji et al,
2004). Likewise, it has been implicated in several diseases such as HIV
cardiovascular disease, and cancer (Greenbaum et al 2013, Ara et al, 2003, Cojoc
et al, 2013, Teicher and Fricker, 2010). Of fundamental importance to this study is
that a gene targeted array performed to determine the signaling pathways
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responsible for ADSC toroid formation identified this multifunctional chemokine as
a likely candidate. These studies seek to define the underlying signaling pathways
that regulate ADSC toroid formation in a changing microenvironment.
3.3 Methods
3.31 Cell Culture
Adipose-derived Stem Cells (ADSCs) and 4T1 murine breast cancer cells
were extracted from mice and cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), PenicillinStreptomycin (10mL/L), and Amphotericin B (2.5mg/L). 4T1s were additionally
supplemented with RPMI-1640 Medium (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). We used
all primary cell cultures at passage 5 or less. Cells were grown until 80-90%
confluency prior to use for experimentation. The cells used in toroid experiments
were then trypsinized (0.25% Trypsin/EDTA), centrifuged 8 minutes at 800 RPM,
and counted. For single-celled experiments, cells were applied at a concentration
of 25,000 cells per gel. For multi-cell experiments, toroids were formed with 25,000
cells/cell type/gel.
3.32 Hydrogel Preparation
For all studies, we used an 8:1:1 ratio of PureCol Bovine Type I Collagen
matrix (Advanced BioMatrix), 0.2N HEPES pH 9.0 (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH,
USA), and 10X Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, Sigma-Aldrich, St- Louis, MO,
USA) formed in a 96 well culture dish (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA).
The mixture was added at 100 µL per well and stabilized at 37oC overnight. Cells
were placed on top of the gels and incubated at 37oC for 30 minutes. Gels were
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released from the sides of the wells with a thin-tipped probe and incubated at 37oC
for an additional 24 hours. For mixed in gels, cells in media were mixed into the
matrix prior to being poured and incubated for 24 hours.
3.33 Real Time PCR Analysis of CXCL12 and CXCR4
RNA was isolated from previously formed toroid and mixed-in cultures using
Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide (CTAB) and alcohol precipitation-based
methods. Spheroids are another common 3D culture system. ADSC spheroids
were generated using Elplasia spheroid generator culture plates at a density of
3,000 cells per spheroid. RNA was isolated from 2D (70-90% confluence) and
spheroid cultures using the Qiagen RNeasy Plus Micro kit. Reverse transcription
was carried out using Bio-Rad iScript RT Supermix (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA, USA). Real-time PCR was performed using Bio-Rad Sso Advanced
Universal SYBR Green Supermix with transcript-specific primers for CXCL12 and
CXCR4 and compared to an internal reference gene (Mrpl19) on a Bio-Rad CX96
Real-time PCR system. Data analysis was performed in CFX Manager.
3.34 CXCL12 Inhibition
Different molecules within the CXCL12/CXCR4 signaling cascade were
targeted following the same procedure. ADSCs were incubated with the respective
treatment for 1 hr prior in media at RT with agitation. Cells were then centrifuged
at 800RPM for 8 minutes and resuspended in fresh media. ADSCs were seeded
on top of the hydrogels at a concentration of 25,000 cells/gel. Concentrations for
the targeted molecules can be found in Table 3.1. Gels were released and allowed
to incubate at 37oC for their respective times.
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3.35 Immunohistochemistry
For fluorescence imaging, hydrogels were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) (pH 7.2) for 20 minutes at room temperature (RT) and rinsed with 1X
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 3
x 5 minutes. Permeabilization occurred using 0.1% Triton X-100/ 0.01M glycine/
1X PBS for 30 minutes at RT then washed in 1X PBS. Blocking occurred in 5%
BSA/1X PBS for 30 minutes at RT before another PBS wash cycle. If no primary
antibody was used then DAPI (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA), diluted
1:1000 in 1X PBS, and phalloidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen),
diluted 1:250 in PBS, were applied for 1 hr at RT. Gels received one final PBS
wash and were mounted with DABCO. Images were collected on the Invitrogen
EVOS FL Auto Imaging System (Fisher Scientific) and the Zeiss LSM 510
scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany).
If a primary antibody was used, either goat polyclonal to CXCR4 or rabbit
polyclonal to SDF-1 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) diluted 1:200 in 1X PBS was applied
overnight at 4oC. Another PBS wash cycle preceded application of secondary
antibody (diluted 1:250 in 1X PBS). Alexa Fluor 546 rabbit anti-goat (CXCR4) or
Alexa Fluor 546 goat anti-rabbit (SDF-1) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were
applied for 1 hour at 37oC and washed with PBS. Finally, the application of DAPI
and phalloidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 were applied as stated before.
3.36 Protein Extraction
A mixture of 1ml Tissue Protein Extraction Reagent (T-PER, ThermoFisher
Scientific) and 10 µL Halt protease inhibitor cocktail (ThermoFisher Scientific) was
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created. 200 µL of this mixture was added to the protein sample in a 1.5ml tube.
The sample was incubated at RT for 5 minutes then homogenized with a sterile
pestle. Once homogenized, the sample was spun at 10,000g for 5 minutes. The
supernatant was collected in a new tube.
3.371 Protein Quantification
The Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) was used to
quantify the protein concentration. A standard curve was made by diluting BSA in
the lysis buffer as in Table 3.2. Working reagent was created by combining 50parts
of BCA reagent A with 1 part BCA reagent B. 200 µL of this working reagent was
in each well of a 96-well plate. 25 µL of each standard and unknown sample was
pipetted into their respective wells and immediately mixed with the working reagent
by swirling with a pipette tip. Toroid samples were performed in triplicate while
standards and blanks were performed in duplicates. The well plate was covered
and incubated at 37oC for 30 min. Absorbance was measured at 595nm on the
BioRad iMark Microplate Absorbance Reader. Four-parameter (quadratic) was
used to analyze the standard curve.
3.37 Denaturing SDS-PAGE
Protein and standards were thawed on ice. Fresh loading buffer was made
with 950 µL of Laemmli buffer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) and 50 µL of betamercaptoethanol (BME). 30µg/ml was used as the protein concentration. 15µL of
both the sample and loading buffer were mixed in a tube and heated to 70oC for
10 min. A BioRad TGX 12+2 gel (Cat # 567-1083) was placed inside the tank filled
with 1X running buffer (BioRad Cat # 161-0732). The comb was removed from the
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gel and the wells were flushed with running buffer. Once the standards and
samples were added, SDS-PAGE was run at 200V for 40-45 min until the bands
were separated. The gel was then stained in Commassie blue and rinsed in destain. Results were observed using the BioRad GelDoc XR+ System.
3.38 Western/Immunoblotting
Once SDS-PAGE was carried out under denaturing conditions, the gel
“sandwich” was assembled in the following order: sponge-filter paper-gelmembrane-filter paper-sponge. Proteins were transferred from the gel to the
membrane at 80V for 45 min using 4oC Tris/glycine buffer supplemented with 20%
methanol as the transfer buffer. After transfer, the membrane was rinsed with PBS
for 3 min. It was then blocked in 5% milk/PBS for 1 hr at RT with gentle agitation.
The membrane was rinsed with PBS-T 6 x 5 min. Primary antibody was added
overnight at 4oC with gentle agitation (Table 3.3) and the membrane rinsed in PBST as before. Secondary antibody (IRDye 800 CW goat anti-rabbit; Li-Cor, Lincoln,
NE, USA) was added for 1 hour at RT before another PBS-T rinse. The final
membrane rinse was with PBS 2 x 10 min. Membranes were imaged on the LiCor
Odyssey CLX System.
3.39 Statistical Analysis
Toroid circumference was measured using the Invitrogen EVOS FL Auto
Imaging System where N=6. A 2-tailed, type-3 T-test was utilized in Microsoft Excel
to determine significance at P=0.05.
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3.4 Results
3.41 CXCL12-CXCR4 Expression in Toroid Formation.
To determine the molecular regulation of toroid formation a targeted gene
array was performed using ADSC RNA extracted toroid forming and non-forming
gels. CXCL12-CXCR4 was the only pathway that was upregulated in toroids but
was downregulated when ADSCs were mixed into the hydrogel. In fact, there was
a 2.49-fold increase in CXCL12 expression when cells were forming a toroid
versus when they were not.
To validate this finding, toroid and mixed-in-gel cultures were stained with
antibodies to CXCL12. Abundant staining of CXCL12 was observed in the toroid
cultures but was virtually absent in the cells in mixed-in-gel cultures (Figure 3.1)
To determine the onset of CXCL12 expression during toroid formation, ADSC gels
were cultured, fixed, and stained. Figure 3.2 shows the time course of toroid
formation by ADSCs. There was little to no CXCL12 expression in the first 3 hours
of culture (Figure 3.2 A-B). However, by 4 hrs of formation, CXCL12 expression is
apparent, becoming stronger by 6 hrs of culture (Figure 3.2 C-D).
3.42 Real Time PCR analysis of CXCL12 and CXCR4
The identification of CXCL12 in toroid formation was confirmed using realtime PCR (RT-PCR) which showed an upregulation in Cxcl12 transcript in ADSC
toroids compared to mixed in and 2D cultures which do not support toroid formation
(Figure 3.3). We observed that CXCL12 and CXCR4 were differentially expressed
in 2D planar cultures at 70% and 90% confluence and in toroids and spheroid
cultures. When using RT-PCR, CXCL12 transcript level compared between
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standard 2D 70% cell confluence, showed a minimal fold increase when compared
to 2D 90% confluency (1.6), mixed in gels (1.2), and toroids (1.3) while there was
a decrease of 2.6 in spheroids (Figure 3.3A). We saw a decrease of 1.1 and 3.3fold respectively when CXCL12 levels from mixed in gels and spheroids were
compared to toroids (Figure 3.3c). We next looked at the changes in transcript
levels for the main cognate CXCL12 receptor CXCR4 (Figure 3.3 b and d). We
found a dramatic increase in fold change in mixed in gels (128.2) and toroid (41.8)
when compared to 2D 70% confluency. Similarly, we observed a 3.1 fold increase
(mixed in) and -33.3 decrease (spheroids) when compared to toroids. Furthermore,
Cxcr4 transcripts show a significant increase in level compared to planar culture
but significantly less than the level in mixed in gels (Figure 3.3). This suggests that
the presence of CXCL12 is crucial to toroid formation. However, CXCR4 showed
sparse staining during toroid formation (Figure 3.1). Interestingly, Cxcl12/Cxcr4
transcripts were significantly reduced in a 3D spheroid culture system suggesting
that our toroid model system is a unique 3D system.
3.43 Dissecting the Signaling Pathway
Our preliminary studies focused on the downregulation of the entire
pathway through the inhibition of the CXCL12 cognate receptors, CXCR4 and
CXCR7. Figure 3.4 shows standard toroid formation after 24 hrs, suggesting a
more specific regulatory method within the pathway. To delve deeper into the
pathway, we targeted each major molecule with the inhibitors listed in Table 3.1.
We targeted downstream molecules that are integral parts of cellular motility
and adhesion such as the integrin receptors, focal adhesion kinase (FAK), Akt,
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Rho/Cdc42, and p160 ROCK. However, we found that not even one of these
delayed or prevented cellular migration or toroid formation. For risk of redundancy,
we did not include images of every inhibitor as they all formed toroids. Figure 3.5
A and B shows the outer edge of the toroid created by cells inhibited against Akt
and FAK. Likewise, we see ample CXCL12 expression (red). Figure 3.5C includes
all inhibitors which appear to follow the change in circumference observed in the
uninhibited toroid. Data was insignificant at P=0.05.
We then moved on to the remaining four targets including PI3K, NCadherin, Ras/Raf, and ERK1/2. While PI3K and N-Cadherin are also important in
the adhesion and migration of cells, all four of these are key regulators of signal
transduction from the ECM to the cell (Guo et al, 2016; Tilton et al, 2000;
Wojcechowsky et al, 2011). When these were inhibited, we observed a change in
ADSC behavior. Within 24 hrs, PI3K showed a significant ~16 hr delayed migration
(Figure 3.6A) while N-Cadherin, Ras/Raf, and ERK 1/2 showed little to no
migration (Figure 3.6 B-D).
To understand the extent of the inhibition observed in Figure 3.6, we
examined the migration inhibiting molecules over 72 hrs. In Figure 3.6E, we
graphed the circumference of the outer migration wall over 72 hrs. What we
observed was that, at T=24h, PI3K, Ras/Raf, N-Cadherin, and ERK1/2 inhibited
cells only migrated to 21.1%, 14.4%, 8.2%, and 3.2% of their initial distribution
throughout the well, respectively. To give a comparison, the uninhibited toroid
shows an average migration of 80.2% from T=0 to T=24 hrs. However, once the
ADSCs move past T=24 hrs and on to T=72 hrs, PI3K, Ras/Raf, and ERK1/2
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inhibited cells have all migrated to 75.8%, 62.2%, and 56.7%, respectively.
Interestingly, N-Cadherin inhibition appeared to be most effective as inhibited
ADSCs only migrated to 12.8% between T=0 and T=72 hrs. Significance was
determined for N-Cadherin, PI3K, ERK1/2, and Ras/Raf at P=0.05 when compared
to an uninhibited toroid. At T=24 hrs, we calculated 3.02e-10, 3.51e-9, 1.34e-9, and
4.49e-9, respectively. At T=48 hrs, we calculated 7.09e-7, 5.37e-5, 1.49e-8, and
3.16e-7, respectively. At T=72 hrs, we calculated 3.08e-10, 0.13, 2.23e-7, and 2.44e6

, respectively.

3.44 Co-cultured ADSCs with 4T1s
Our model of toroid formation represents a recapitulation of how cells
interact with a changing microenvironment. While we have previously shown that
different cells can be co-cultured on the same hydrogel (Worden et al, 2022), we
next sought to investigate the reaction of ADSCs with a diseased cell line that does
not typically form toroids (4T1 breast cancer cell line). Likewise, how would
CXCL12 expression change during this interaction. When ADSCs and 4T1s,
stained with Vybrant DiO (green) and DiD (red) respectively, were combined on a
PureCol hydrogel there was significant cellular intermingling (Figure 3.7 A-B). In
addition to this, a co-cultured toroid was observed (Figure 3.7A). We chose this kit
for two reasons: 1) it can be added directly to culture media to uniformly label
suspended cells, and 2) the subcellular localization of these stains labels the cell
membrane and lipids; thus, the entire cell is fluorescent for our toroid studies. Just
as in previous results, we were able to see clear cellular demarcation with no
overlapping signals. Figure 3.7C shows a cluster of co-cultured cells stained for
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CXCL12 expression (white). Interestingly, we observed the majority of the
expression located in 4T1 cells during the migratory process.
3.5 Discussion
The universality of toroid formation was striking. We have tested 12 different
cell types which all form toroids under the proper conditions. This led us to do two
things, first was the targeted gene approach of toroids vs non toroid gels and the
other was looking at various cancer cell lines to determine if they also formed
toroids. To begin to tease out the molecular basis for toroid formation, a targeted
multiplex gene expression analysis was performed on toroid formation. It was
found that the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway was upregulated during toroid formation,
but downregulated when cells were mixed into the hydrogel. In fact, there was a
2.49-fold increase of CXCL12 expression in toroid forming cells. The
CXCL12/CXCR4 pathway (Figure 1.4) is crucial for numerous developmental
processes such as blood vessel and heart development (Li et al, 2009; Greenbaum
et al, 2013; Ji et al, 2004). Furthermore, this axis is also key for the regulation of
many cancers including from breast, lung and prostate and has been found to be
involved in tumor cell growth, survival, and metastasis (Cojoc et al, 2013, Teicher
and Fricker, 2010). What we found was striking in that no cancer cell line tested
formed toroids. We found that, when ADSCs were labeled with antibodies against
CXCL12 and CXCR4, expression was observed in toroids while not in mixed in
gels. We observed at the 6-hour time point, an upregulation of CXCL12 expression
suggesting that this pathway is activated in the early stages of cellular migration
and toroid formation. Similarly, we found CXCL12 transcripts are more abundant
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in toroid gels vs non toroid gels but interestingly, CXCR4 transcripts are
upregulated in mixed in gels vs toroids. However, it is not known why there is a
large fold change in mixed in (128.2) compared to toroids (41.8) when compared
to standard 2D culture.
When inhibiting the pathway, we found that targeting the cognate receptors
individually did not hinder toroid development thus suggesting a more specific
means of regulation from one or more of its downstream signaling molecules.
While a number of these target molecules produces little to no inhibition, we did
uncover four candidates for short to long-term inhibition of migration (Figure 3.8).
PI3K offered a delayed migration of ~16 hrs, but the treatment quickly vanished
allowing for an uninhibited migration after that point. Ras/Raf and ERK1/2
treatments lasted ~10 hrs longer than PI3K, but in the end still wore away and
allowed for cellular migration. Lastly, treatment with N-Cadherin, a key regulator
for myofibril anchorage and cell-cell contact, appeared to affect the cells in a longterm capacity. Not only was there little movement of cells at 24 hrs, but this was
also consistent over 72 hrs as well with only a 12% migration. We also found that
at T=24 and 48 hrs, all four inhibitors were significant at P=0.05 when compared
to an uninhibited toroid. At T=72 hrs, only PI3K was not significant. This could
suggest that toroid formation is less about migration regulation and more about the
chemotactic signaling occurring between cells that causes them to make
decisions.
Regenerative medicine has been focused on utilizing stem cells by injecting
them into diseased or damaged tissues. The model we created has proven
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successful in the investigation of co-cultured cells. We sought to further our
understanding by observing ADSCs co-cultured with a diseased cell type (4T1
breast cancer cells). From previous results, we knew that 4T1s failed to create
toroids when cultured under toroid forming conditions. With this knowledge in
hand, we believed one of two outcomes would occur. First, the ADSCs would be
unchanged and would create a toroid, leaving the 4T1s spread throughout the well.
Second, the 4T1s would signal ADSC differentiation causing them to have no
migration. The results from this study provided an unforeseen outcome (Figure
3.7). When co-cultured on the same hydrogel, ADSCs and 4T1s mix and migrate
to form a toroid consisting of both cell types. We then sought to observe CXCL12
expression which appeared primarily in the regions surrounding the 4T1 cells and
not the ADSCs (Figure 3.7 C). While we know that the CXCL12 pathway also
regulates the pathogenesis of cancer, it was very interesting that little to no
pathway expression was observed in the ADSCs.
We are currently performing western blot and densitometric analysis on our
72 hr experiment using the N-Cadherin, PI3K, Ras/Raf, and ERK1/2 treatments.
This analysis will allow us to understand the extent of inhibition and the different
levels of expression over the 72 hr period. Likewise, we are also performing
western blot analysis on toroids from hours 1-6 to better investigate when CXCL12
is upregulated during the migratory process.
Future studies are focused on pursuing more gene assays to understand
the full molecular regulation in toroid formation as well as the communication
mechanisms utilized between cells. We will also focus heavily on the unforeseen
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results from the co-cultured ADSCs and 4T1s. The CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway will
be studied when these cells are co-cultured. Using this model of cellular
interactions and programming, we can examine and explore (1) the understanding
of early embryonic development, (2) the optimization of hydrogels for in vivo
applications and (3) the creation of a model system for future tissue formation and
regeneration and disease.
3.6 Conclusion
To summarize, we have advanced our understanding of the novel model
we created which simulates cellular processes observed during development and
disease. Using a gene targeted approach, we identified a single pathway that was
upregulated during toroid formation and downregulated when cells were mixed into
the hydrogel. After our initial studies of silencing the CXCL12 cognate receptors
key to driving the signaling cascade, we dissected the pathway into its key
elements, finding four targets that changed ADSC behavior. While PI3K, NCadherin, Ras/Raf, and ERK ½ all appeared effective at delaying migration for 24
hrs, N-Cadherin inhibited ADSCs withstood migration for up to 72 hrs. Finally, we
have shown a surprising result when 4T1 cancer cells defied our previous
understanding and formed a co-cultured toroid with ADSCs. This 3D system will
continue to provide a tunable and reproducible model for the investigation of
cellular interactions and the molecular mechanisms that drive their innate
behaviors.
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Table 3.1: List of CXCL12-CXCR4/7 targets for inhibition.
Target
Name
Concentration
Cdc42/Rac1
P160 ROCK
Ras/Rac
ERK 1 and 2
PI3K
AKT
N-Cadherin
FAK
CXCR4
(antagonist)
CXCR4 (agonist)
CXCR7 (agonist)
CXCR7 (agonist)
Integrin α2β1
Integrin α2β1

Company

ML141
Y-27632
SCH 51344
CAS 1049738-54-6
LY294002
GSK690693
ADH-1
GSK2256098
AMD3100

50uM
50uM
500nM
500nM
50uM
5nM
0.2 mg/mL
10uM
50nM

Tocris
Tocris
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
ChemCruz

NUCC-390
TC14012
VUF11207
TC-I 15
BTT 3033

10nM
350nM
50nM
500nM
130nM

MedChemExpress
Tocris
Tocris
Tocris
Tocris

Table 3.2: Standard curve for protein quantification.
Vial
Volume of
Volume of Protein
Final BSA
Diluent, ul
Stock 2mg/ml
concentration
(T-PER)
ug/ml
A
0
300 of stock
200
B
125
375 of stock
1500
C
325
325 of stock
100
D
175
175 of vial B
750
E
325
325 of vial C
500
F
325
325 of vial E
250
G
325
325 of vial F
125
H
400
100 of vial G
25
I
400
0
0
Table 3.3: List of primary antibodies for western blot analysis.
Target
Name
Company
CXCL
Rabbit Polyclonal to SDF-1
Abcam
Ras/Raf
Phospho-A-Raf
Fisher Scientific
PI3K
Phospho-PI3K
Fisher Scientific
ERK ½
Phospho-ERK1/ERK2
Fisher Scientific
N-Cadherin
N-Cadherin Clone 3B9
Fisher Scientific
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A

B

Figure 3.1. CXCL12 presence in toroids. ADSCs mixed in and placed on top of
PureCol collagen I hydrogels, labeled with CXCL12 antibody (red),
counterstained with phalloidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (green) and imaged
with the Zeiss LSM 510. A) No CXCL12 seen when cells are mixed into a
hydrogel. B) CXCL12 activity when cells form a toroid. Scale bars= 100 µm.
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B

C

D

Figure 3.2. Early-stage toroid forming ADSCs stained with CXCL12. Toroid
formation at 2 and 3 hrs show little CXCL12 staining (A, B). Considerable
expression is seen at 4 and 6 hrs (C, D) as cells begin to open from their “balledup” state to begin migration. Scale bars= 100 µm, Red= CXCL12, Green=
phalloidin, Blue= DAPI.
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C
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Figure 3.3. CXCL12 and CXCR4 are differentially expressed in 2D and 3D
culture platforms. RNA was extracted from either 70 or 90% confluency 2D
cultures, mixed in hydrogels, toroids, or spheroids. We see a slight differentiation
in CXCL12 between the different cultures (a and c). Interestingly, we see a major
differentiation in CXCR4 in mixed in gels (128.2 fold change) and in toroids (41.8)
(b). We are unsure as to the reason behind the mixed in differentiation since we
previously showed no activity in mixed in gels, however, one explanation for the
jump in CXCR4 could be the higher chemokine reactivity in cellular interactions.
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B
Edge of
Toroid

Edge of
Toroid

Figure 3.4. Inhibition of CXCL12 cognate receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7.
Toroid formation was observed when inhibiting both CXCR4 and CXCR7,
suggesting downstream molecules as the regulators of ADSC migration. A)
Fluorescence imaging of the toroid ring. B) Brightfield imaging of the toroid
scale. Scale bars= A) 100 µm B) 5 µm; Red= CXCL12 antibody, Green=
phalloidin, Blue= DAPI
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Figure 3.5. Dissecting the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway. Toroid formation was
still observed when inhibitors were used to block activity in ADSCs. A) Akt
inhibited ADSCs. B) FAK inhibited cells. In each, we see ample CXCL12
expression (red). C) Scatter plot showing migration of the cells at T= 0, 6, 12,
and 24 hrs. Uninhibited toroid shown for comparison. To note, only images of
two inhibitors were shown for redundancy reasons. Scale bars= 100µm. Red=
CXCL12 antibody, Green= phalloidin.
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Figure 3.6. Inhibiting toroid formation. Inhibition of cellular
migration at 24 hrs with A) PI3K, B) N-Cadherin, C) Ras/Raf, and
D) ERK1/2. Notice the lack of CXCL12 expression (red) in nonmigrating cells (B-D). PI3K inhibited ADSCs appeared to be
delayed for ~16h before beginning their migration. These cells
show CXCL12 expression. E) Scatter plot of these four inhibitors
over 72 hrs. N-Cadherin inhibition appears to be most continuous
during this period. Scale bars= 100µm. Red= CXCL12 antibody,
Green= phalloidin, Blue= DAPI.
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C

Figure 3.7 ADSCs co-cultured with 4T1 breast cancer cells. A) and B) show
ADSCS (green) and 4T1 breast cancer cells (red) co-cultured on the same
hydrogel. Cells appear to mix and migrate to form a toroid. C) A cluster of ADSC
and 4T1 cells with CXCL12 expression (white). Interestingly, it appears that the
majority of CXCL12 expression is fluorescent in the migrating 4T1 cells. Scale
bars= 10µm (A) and 100µm. Red= 4T1 breast cancer cells, Green= ADSCs,
Blue= DAPI, White= CXCL12 antibody.

C
C

C

C
C
C

C

Figure 3.8. Dissected CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway.
We have inhibited the key downstream molecules of
the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway. The X denotes
inhibitors that did not hinder toroid formation. The star
denotes inhibitors that delayed ADSC toroid
formation.
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CHAPTER 4
ADDITIONAL WORK
4.1 Background
The additional experiments that are presented in this section are either
advancements of previous work (i.e. three-collagen hydrogels) or were
investigated based on questions we received during talks based on previous
results.
4.11 Three Collagen Hydrogels
We sought to further investigate the in vivo-like, tunable nature of the
collagen hydrogel through the addition of collagen type II to our previous collagen
concentration studies utilizing collagen types I and III. Collagen is the most widely
used biopolymer, and in mammals, is the most abundant protein in major structural
components for almost all organs and tissues thus providing a ubiquitous
framework for cell attachment and growth (Badylak et al, 2009). Collagen types I
(skin, tendons, and bones), II (cartilage), and III (reticulate) are the most prevalent,
making up approximately 80-90% of the human body’s total collagen (Karsdal et
al, 2016). Based on our previous work in chapter 2, there was a physiological
response to the changing concentrations of collagens I and III (Figure 2.5). This
data also resulted in toroids being formed in 100% collagen I and III. However,
when ADSCs were added on top of a collagen II hydrogel, no toroid was formed,
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and the majority of cells did not survive suggesting an inhospitable environment. It
was unknown what would occur when adding collagen II to the mixture of collagen
I and III. This novel study could lead to a more accurate simulation of the
environment through which cells are migrating during embryogenesis, would
healing, etc.
4.12 Hydrogels with Cells Mixed-in and On-top
Preliminary studies proved that toroids are formed when cells are placed on
top of the hydrogel, whereas mixing cells into a hydrogel only shows a contraction
of the scaffold with no migration and no toroid formation (Figure 1.1). There is
evidence that cellular migration begins with chemotactic signaling leading to
remodeling of the surrounding matrix to form migratory channels. It is theorized
that the spatial and planar differences observed, when cells are mixed into the
hydrogel, could prevent cells from receiving and processing such signals (Bluel et
al, 1996). Thus, if cells were cultured on top of a hydrogel as well as mixed in,
would the additional signaling from the on top cells penetrate the hydrogel during
its remodeling to change the behavior of the mixed-in cells.
4.13 CXCR4 Agonist Mixed-in into a Hydrogel
Many questions were received regarding the inactivity of the mixed-in cells.
Previous work suggested that the CXLC12-CXCR4 pathway, the signaling
cascade supposedly driving cellular migration, is downregulated when ADSCs are
cultured inside of a hydrogel but upregulated while the cells are actively migrating
to form a toroid (Figure 3.1). While it makes sense that there would be no evident
pathway activity when cells are not migrating, would upregulating this pathway in
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the microenvironment change the inactivity. We investigated this potential solution
by 1) mixing a CXCR4 agonist into the hydrogel and 2) treating ADSCs with the
agonist prior to placement in the hydrogel.
4.2 Methods
4.21 Three Collagen Hydrogel
We used three different hydrogel matrices including PureCol type I bovine
collagen (Advanced Biomatrix), bovine collagen type II (Advanced Biomatrix), and
human type III collagen (Advance Biomatrix). Collagen gels were created in 96
well culture dishes (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA) using an 8:1:1 ratio
of collagen matrix, 0.2N HEPES pH 9.0 (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA),
and 10X Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, Sigma-Aldrich, St- Louis, MO, USA).
The mixture was added 100 µL per well and stabilized at 37oC overnight. Cells
were placed on top of the gels and incubated at 37oC for 30 minutes. Gels were
released from the sides of the wells with a thin-tipped probe and incubated at 37oC
for an additional 24 hrs.
In our previous studies, PureCol collagen I and collagen III were proven
successful at producing toroids both singularly and in a mixture. Collagen II,
however, proved to be an inhospitable environment when cells were cultured on
the hydrogel as no toroid was formed from lack of cellular sustainability. To
generate the collagen mixtures, hydrogel mixtures followed the 8:1:1 ratio as
stated before, however collagen types I, II, and III, were combined prior to the
addition of HEPES and MEM. The attempted concentrations were a 1:1:1 (types
I:II:III) and a 7:3:1 (I:III:II) ratio that would be characteristic of the dermis (McGrath,
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2020; Sorushanova et al, 2017). ADSCs in media were placed on top of the gels,
released, and incubated for 24 hrs at 37oC. The resulting toroids were imaged with
the Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope and diameters measured on the
Invitrogen EVOS FL Auto.
4.22 Hydrogels with Cells Mixed-in and On-top
Prior to seeding, ADSCs were trypsinized, centrifuged, and resuspended in
fresh media. They were then stained with either the DiO (501nm) or DiD (665nm)
stains from the Vybrant multicolor cell labeling kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 5 μL
of the chosen dye was added directly to cells in media and mixed in by gentle
pipetting. The suspension was incubated at 37oC for 15 minutes before being
centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes. Supernatant was aspirated and cells were
gently resuspended in fresh media. The centrifugation and aspiration steps were
repeated 3 times before a 10-minute recovery period for the cells.
ADSCs (25k cells/gel) were mixed into the 8:1:1 PureCol hydrogel mixture.
The hydrogel was then poured and stabilized in a 96-well plate prior to an
additional 25k ADSCs placed on top of the hydrogel. The gel was then released
and incubated as before. Gels were imaged on the EVOS FL Auto and the Zeiss
LSM 510 META.
4.23 CXCR4 Agonist Mixed-in into a Hydrogel
The PureCol collagen I hydrogel and ADSCs were prepared as before. Prior
to placement, the CXCR4 agonist, NUCC-290 (10 μM, MedChemExpress), was
used to treat either the matrix or the cells. For the matrix, the agonist was mixed
into the hydrogel prior to addition of the cells. For the cell treatment, the agonist
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was added to ADSCs in media and incubated for 30 minutes, 2 hrs, and 24 hrs,
per the MedChemExpress protocol. After treatment, ADSCs were centrifuged at
1500rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed, and cells were
resuspended at 25,000 cells/gel in the matrix. The gels were incubated for 24h at
37oC before they were fixed with 2% PFA, stained using immunohistochemistry,
and imaged on the Zeiss LSM 510 META.
4.24 Immunohistochemistry
For fluorescent imaging, hydrogels were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) (pH 7.2) for 20 minutes at room temperature (RT) and rinsed with 1X
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 3
x 5 minutes. Permeabilization occurred using 0.1% Triton X-100/ 0.01M glycine/
1X PBS for 30 minutes at RT then washed in 1X PBS. Blocking occurred in 5%
BSA/1X PBS for 30 minutes at RT before another PBS wash cycle. Primary
antibody (rabbit polyclonal to SDF-1, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), diluted 1:200 in 1X
PBS, was applied overnight at 4oC. Another PBS wash cycle preceded application
of secondary antibody (diluted 1:250 in 1X PBS). Alexa Fluor 546 rabbit anti-goat
(CXCR4) or Alexa Fluor 546 goat anti-rabbit (SDF-1) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) were applied for 1 hr at 37oC and washed with PBS. Finally, DAPI (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR, USA), diluted 1:1000 in 1X PBS, and phalloidin conjugated
to Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen), diluted 1:250 in PBS, were applied 1 hr at RT. Gels
received one final PBS wash and were mounted with DABCO. Images were
collected on the Invitrogen EVOS FL Auto Imaging System (Fisher Scientific) and
the Zeiss LSM 510 META (Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany).
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4.3 Results
4.31 ADSC Response to a 3-Collagen Microenvironment
We observed an intriguing physiological response when ADSCs were
cultured on top of the 3-collagen hydrogels. In Figure 4.1A, we observe ADSCs
cultured on the 1:1:1 collagen hydrogel still in their balled-up form 24h after
placement. There has been no migration and no toroid formation. In Figure 4.1 B,
the 7:3:1 hydrogel, we observe the presence of a toroid with a novel physiological
response from the ADSCs. It appears that the cells have formed clumps upon
forming the toroid, giving the ring-like structure an almost broken characteristic
(Figure 4.1B). When viewing the toroid at a higher magnification, we can clearly
see that there are holes in the cellular network that we have not observed in other
studies (Figure 4.1 C-D). We also measured the diameter of the toroids. On
average (N=8), the diameter of the three-collagen toroid was 3.2mm. As a
comparison, the average diameter of a PureCol collagen I toroid 2.7mm with the
diameter decreasing with the addition of collagen III.
4.32 A Mixture of Mixed-in and On-top Hydrogels
We conducted an experiment where ADSCs were seeded inside and on top
of a hydrogel to investigate whether the additional signaling and remodeling of
toroid forming cells would induce a novel behavior for cells cultured inside the gel.
We found in Figure 4.2 that, even though the ADSCs were remodeling the
collagen, their chemical signals still did not change the behavior of the mixed in
cells. The ADSCs placed on top of the hydrogel (red) have migrated to form a
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toroid while the cells mixed in (green) have contracted the edge of the collagen
hydrogel, but they are still spread throughout the gel.
4.33 CXCR4 Agonist Treatments
We sought to investigate the notion that upregulation of the CXCL12CXCR4 pathway within the hydrogel microenvironment could enable cellular
migration and potential toroid formation from mixed-in cells. We found that the
CXCR4 agonist treatment did little to change the outcome. In Figure 4.3A, we see
ADSCs that are in a CXCR4-treated hydrogel. In Figure 4.3B, we see a hydrogel
with treated ADSCs. Interestingly, the cells have formed clumps which is less
common in the untreated microenvironment. However. this was not a novel
response for mixed-in cells. There is also no CXCL12 expression (red) observed
in these gels. To note, the time of the cellular treatment made no difference to their
migration (comparison data not shown).
4.4 Discussion
The goal of this additional work was to aid in our understanding of the
ADSCs response to a changing microenvironment. We clearly observed a novel
physiological response to the addition of collagen II to the mixed collagen
hydrogels. While the cells still formed a toroid, the cells clumped together to form
what looks like sheets (Figure 4.1 B-D). One potential explanation for this is that
this is a more accurate form of migration that would be seen during embryonic
development. It takes a lot of cells to form different appendages or organs which
could exhibit cell clumps. On the other hand, it was evident that concentration plays
a major factor in ADSC behavior as the cells remained balled-up when the collagen
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types were of equal concentrations (Figure 4.1A). This could be a result of an
inhospitable environment where the chemical signals are either not being
produced by the cells or transduced throughout the matrix. We did observe,
however, a larger toroid diameter on average compared to our previous work. With
the wide tunability of hydrogels, this study brings us closer to being able to replicate
the in vivo environment ex vivo, thus aiding in the usability as a model to study
diseases in throughout the body.
We then wanted to understand how cells suspended on different planes in
the hydrogel would react to new stimuli. First, we cultured ADSCs both in and on
a collagen hydrogel. With the cells placed on top in a typically collagen-remodeling
role, those that were embedded within the hydrogel remained unchanged and did
not form toroids, suggesting a measure of the limitations of chemotactic signaling.
There was a slight contraction of the outer gel, but the mixed-in cells remained
spread throughout the hydrogel while the on-top cells migrated to form a toroid
(Figure 4.2). Another possibility is that, when cells are mixed into a hydrogel, the
matrix stabilizes around the cell creating an environment that could prevent the
cell from spreading its processes.
Next, we utilized a CXCR4 agonist in the hope that it would upregulate the
CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway, giving a novel response from mixed-in cells. We saw,
in both treatment categories, that the cells still did not form toroids. Just as with
untreated cells, the treated ADSCs proved that the spatial distribution between
individual cells is key to their signaling. To further this study, we need to focus on
the molecular regulation of mixed-in cells. Western blot analysis should be
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performed to understand if there was a change in expression of the CXCL12CXCR4 pathway after the CXCR4 agonist was introduced. Likewise, different
agonist could be attempted such as CXCR7, N-Cadherin, or PI3K.
In conclusion, we found that it is possible to combine more than two
hydrogel matrices together and still observe cellular migration characteristic of
embryogenesis. In fact, we may be observing a more in vivo-like representation of
the migration process. We also found that the spatial difference of mixed-in cells
outweighs the cell signaling transduction. Even with the regulatory pathway
upregulated, the cells mixed into a hydrogel showed no change in behavior. This
suggests two potential reasons: 1) the migratory signaling is regulated by a more
specific molecules that is not being stimulated in these cells or 2) the properties of
the hydrogel, when stabilized, physically encases the cells where they are unable
to spread their processes to migrate. These studies provide important answers to
the different questions uncovered during the process of the overall study.
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Edge of Toroid

Figure 4.1 ADSC response to a 3-collagen hydrogel. A) The response of
ADSCs to an equal concentration of all three collagens. B) View of the shape of
the toroid made by cells in the unequal collagen concentrations. C and D) Higher
magnification view of cell clumps formed in the toroid. Scale bars A and D=50µm,
B=1000µm, C= 100µm, Green=Phalloidin, Blue=DAPI.
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Edge of
Hydrogel

Toroid

Figure 4.2 ADSCs placed inside and on top of the same hydrogel. Image
provides a clear view of the toroid formed from cells cultured on top of the
hydrogel (red) while also showing the spatial distribution of the mixed-in cells
(green). Note that there is still a slight contraction of the hydrogel by the mixedin cells. Scale bar=1000µm, Green= Vybrant DiO, Red= Vybrant DiD.
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A

B

Figure 4.3 ADSCs do not respond to upregulation of CXCR4 within a
hydrogel. CXCR4 agonist was mixed into the hydrogel (A) or used to treat
ADSCs (B). In each case, mixed-in ADSCs did not have a change in their
behavior. Note that there is no CXCL12 expression (red) even though CXCR4
was upregulated. Scale bars=50µm, Green=Phalloidin, Blue=DAPI, Red=
CXCL12 antibody.
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CHAPTER 5
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While many of the studies presented have been finished, there are
numerous paths and unanswered questions remaining that could allow for this
project to progress further. We have shown the impact of a changing
microenvironment on cellular behavior. While there are ongoing studies focused
on the examination of multi-cell and multi-collagen microenvironments, other
biomaterials that have shown an impact on regenerative medicine should be
investigated including Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) and Poly-Lactic-co-Glycolic Acid
(PLGA). The novel ADSC cell clusters observed in several of our fabricated
microenvironments needs to be further studied to understand this behavior. The 3collagen study needs to be expanded to include more ratios that would be seen in
different parts of the body as well as expanding to add more types of collagen to
the mixture. Likewise, the multi-cell and multi-matrix microenvironments need to
be combined to study the response of multiple cells both to each other and to the
different matrices. Lastly, a question arose in a previous talk regarding what would
happen if the different types of collagen were layered in a well instead of being
homogenous.
An expanded study of how healthy cells react to co-cultured diseased cells
should be conducted. We saw that, when ADSCs were co-cultured with 4T1s,
there was an unprecedented response of the cancer cells forming toroids and
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expressing the majority of CXCL12. Additional cancer cells and stem cells as well
as different diseased or injured cells need to be studied. For instance, a study
could be focused on the response of stem cells to injured cardiomyocytes. This
would simulate the response of stem cells injected into the heart of an individual
with heart disease. This would also be steps towards the creation of a universal
model that can be tuned to study different diseases without having to involve a live
specimen.
The structural remodeling of hydrogels is another aspect that could be
advanced. First, the studies utilizing second harmonic generation and collagen
hybridizing peptide should be repeated with different cell types. It would be
interesting to view this with the mixed-in cells as well as the cancer cell types that
are not forming toroids.
We are also pursuing assays to better understand the full molecular
regulation in toroid formation as well as the communication mechanisms utilized
between cells. While the CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway has shown promise in being
the regulatory body of toroid formation, it is imperative to look at additional
pathways (i.e. signal transduction pathways) involved in cell-cell signaling.
Additional pathways could include the Wnt signaling pathway key to proliferation,
VEGF signaling pathway involved in embryonic cellular migration, and TGF-b
signaling pathway involved in proliferation and migration.
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